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Abstract 

Simulation in Nursing: Historical Analysis and Theoretical Modeling  in Support of a 

Targeted Clinical Training Intervention 

 

Joseph S. Goode, Jr., PhD 

 

University of Pittsburgh, 2018 

 

 

 

The use of simulation is widespread in healthcare education, and the potential impact of its 

use large. This is especially true for nursing education as we look to address problems with 

obtaining clinical experiences, develop critical thinking skills and create methods to measure the 

impact of simulation interventions. There is substantial empirical evidence in support of predictive 

relationships between simulation training interventions and knowledge acquisition. This has been 

extensively demonstrated with the use of a variety of simulation training modalities from 

standardized patients to human patient simulators. However, data to support changes in clinical 

practice and improved patient outcomes are quite limited, including attempts to measure the impact 

of simulation education on retention and transference of knowledge and skill for more complex 

healthcare process.  Additionally, literature searches reveal that only a handful of authors have 

engaged in the types of foundational work that any emerging science needs. For example, while 

pieces of the simulation process have been examined in detail, few have attempted to describe 

what the process of simulation entails at a macro level. Within the past few years some researchers 

have begun to ask whether there is a causal or predictive relationship present, but few have 

explored what these associations may look like structurally and what the evidence for them is. The 

overall objectives of this current research were to: 1) perform an historical review of simulation in 

healthcare; 2) use this review to outline a new theoretical model of healthcare simulation; and, 3) 

conduct a small-scale study aimed at pilot-testing and describing part of that model. Hierarchical 

Task Analysis (HTA) was used to derive an optimum task set for the standard induction of general 

anesthesia (OTS-SIGA). New Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists (SRNAs) were trained to this 

task set, and their adherence to the process steps in the clinical setting was then assessed. We also 

attempted to measure whether repeating the HTA-derived OTS-SIGA simulation training would 

have an impact on knowledge and transference of simulation-developed skills to the clinical 

environment. These measures necessitated the development of associated data collection tools and 

processes for rater training. 
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1.0 Introduction to the Overall Project 

1.1 Purpose and Specific Aims  

There are three broad areas where gaps still exist in our understanding of the role of 

healthcare simulation: 1) the historical, philosophical and ethical grounding of simulation; 2) the 

theoretical constructs guiding the use of simulation methodologies; and 3) how learning transfers 

from the simulation setting to the clinical environment. This three-part program of research 

attempts to address, in part, these areas. Part one was an examination of the history of simulation 

in healthcare. Part two entailed leveraging the historical review in combination with the best 

evidence in the literature to develop a new theoretical model off healthcare simulation. Part three 

was the conduction of a pilot study attempting to measure the transference of skills from the 

simulation setting to the clinical environment, and also targeting components of the new model of 

healthcare simulation model. 

1.1.1  Historical Review and Analysis 

Area of Inquiry I: Do historical precedents exist that may help to inform our understanding 

of current approaches to healthcare simulation?  

 

Specific Aim 1 

An examination of the historical record for precedents to our current approaches to 

healthcare simulation –with a focus on its use in nursing education was undertaken. This aim of 

this review was to help define the boundaries of the science of simulation and provide perspective 
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and guidance for the development of a new model of healthcare simulation. Additionally, a 

preliminary exploration of past and emerging ethical and philosophical considerations was done. 

1.1.2  Theoretical Model Development 

Area of Inquiry II: Does the emerging science of healthcare simulation have any agreed upon 

theoretical model(s) to guide practice or further investigation? 

 

Specific Aim 1 

To describe currently used theoretical models and to determine how they have been used 

to guide both simulation interventions and investigations into issues such as transference and the 

timing of simulation interventions.  

Specific Aim 2  

To develop a new theoretical model that will seek to correct existing theoretical weaknesses 

and place components of the simulation process into a descriptive temporal matrix.   The results 

obtained from Specific Aim 1 above, as well as the findings of the historical review, were used to 

inform this process. 

1.1.3  Healthcare Simulation Pilot Study 

Area of Inquiry III: Can we demonstrate and describe the process of transference of learning 

from the simulation setting to clinical practice?  

 

The specific aim of the pilot study, Adherence and Retention of an HTA Optimal Task Set 

for Standard Induction of General Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA): Measuring Transference of Skills 

Learned in a Simulation-Based Educational Intervention for First Term Student Registered Nurse 
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Anesthetists was to assess the impact of a simulation intervention, based on a Hierarchical Task 

Analysis (HTA) derived protocol for standard induction of general anesthesia (OTS-SIGA), on 

clinical outcome performance markers of new Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists (SRNAs). 

This included determining whether repeating the HTA-derived OTS-SIGA simulation training 

would have an impact on transference of simulation-developed skills to the clinical environment. 

Specific research questions included:  

Research Question 1: Will the use of an HTA derived standardized training protocol result 

in good adherence to the general anesthetic induction process steps for these SRNAs? 

Research Question 2: Will repeating the HTA-derived induction process training 

(refresher training) improve adherence to the HTA-derived induction protocol process steps? 

Research Question 3: Will repeating the HTA-derived induction process training 

(refresher training) improve clinical outcome performance markers of SRNAs doing standard 

general anesthetic inductions? These markers included: 

1. ability to perform preoperative airway assessments  

2. ability to secure the airway (successful placement of either an endotracheal tube or a 

supraglottic airway device) 

3. competence in completing key steps of the OTS-SIGA 

4. confidence in their ability to complete the OTS-SIGA 

5. incidence of oral soft tissue or dental injuries 
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1.2 Background and Significance 

The use of simulation is widespread in healthcare education, and the potential impact of its 

use large. This is especially true for nursing education as we look to address problems with 

obtaining clinical experiences, develop critical thinking skills and create methods to measure the 

impact of simulation interventions. There is substantial empirical evidence in support of a 

predictive relationship between simulation training interventions and knowledge acquisition. This 

has been extensively demonstrated with the use of a variety of simulation training modalities from 

standardized patients to human patient simulators. (Cook et al., 2011; Crofts et al., 2007; 

Hoffmann, O'Donnell, & Kim, 2007; Seibert, Guthrie, & Adamo, 2004)  Over the last decade 

evidence has begun to emerge that supports a long-held contention that this educational modality 

has the potential to change how providers practice with resultant improvement in patient outcomes. 

Among the first to document improved clinical outcomes was DeVita et al. in a retrospective 

analysis which reported a reduction in code-related mortality after implementing highly structured 

simulation team training for an in-hospital Medical Emergency Team (MET). (DeVita & Minnini, 

2004) Since then other authors have pointed to areas such as simulation team-training and highly 

specific task training, which are  generating promising and compelling evidence for a positive 

impact on both educational and patient outcomes. (Barsuk et al., 2015; Barsuk, McGaghie, Cohen, 

O'Leary, & Wayne, 2009; Crofts et al., 2008; Draycott et al., 2008) One powerful example is the 

simulation-based mastery learning (SBML) approach to teaching central venous catheter (CVC) 

insertion skills. Barsuk et al. in a series of studies regarding the use of mastery learning techniques 

in central venous catheter insertion training have demonstrated retention and transference of 

simulation acquired skills, improved patient outcomes and healthcare system cost savings. 

(Barsuk, Cohen, McGaghie, & Wayne, 2010; Barsuk, McGaghie, Cohen, Balachandran, & Wayne, 
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2009; Cohen et al., 2010) They reported immediate post-intervention internal jugular CVC 

insertion skill retention of 100% with impressive 6- and 12-months post-training skill retention 

rates (82.4% and 87.1% respectively). (Barsuk et al., 2010) What is still missing from the literature 

is an attempt to directly measure the impact of simulation education on retention and transference 

of knowledge and skill for a more complex healthcare process (e.g. induction of anesthesia). 

Perhaps the best overview of the state of healthcare simulation as a science has come from 

a series of meta analyses and systematic reviews undertaken by Cook et al. These were aimed at 

examining the educational efficacy of simulation interventions as well as their impact on patient 

outcomes. (Cook et al., 2012; Cook, Brydges, Zendejas, Hamstra, & Hatala, 2013a, 2013b; Cook, 

Erwin, & Triola, 2010; Cook, Hamstra, et al., 2013; Cook et al., 2011; Cook, Levinson, et al., 

2010) This work provided meaningful insight into the current state of simulation science, most 

notably that the measurable impact of simulation education was large enough for the authors to 

recommend that there was little value in continuing to do studies comparing simulation with no 

simulation. However, most of the studies available for review had serious methodological 

limitations, clearly identifying significant theoretical and structural weaknesses for the science of 

simulation. As Cook (2011, pp. 987-988) stated, “The important questions for this field are those 

that clarify when and how to use simulation most effectively and cost-efficiently. Unfortunately, 

the evidence synthesized herein largely fails to inform the design of future simulation activities. 

[emphasis added]”   

These are critical, core questions, the answers to which will help to determine the direction 

of future research in healthcare simulation. To be sure, there has been an explosion of publication 

in the field over the last fifteen years. (Issenberg, McGaghie, Petrusa, Lee Gordon, & Scalese, 

2005) But structured literature searches have revealed that only a handful of authors have engaged 
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in the types of foundational work that any emerging science needs.1 For example, while pieces of 

the simulation process have been examined in detail, few have attempted to describe what the 

process of simulation entails at a macro level. Additionally, while it is tacitly implied, no one has 

explicitly asked whether there are causal or predictive relationships present, what these 

associations may look like structurally and what the evidence for them is.  

Given this background, the overall objectives of this current research were to: 1) perform 

an historical review of simulation in healthcare; 2) use this review to outline a new theoretical 

model of healthcare simulation; and, 3) conduct a pilot study aimed at testing and describing part 

of that model.    

1.3 Preliminary Work 

Preliminary work that supported and informed this proposal has occurred in the areas of 1) 

leveraging hierarchical task analysis (HTA) for the development of targeted simulation 

interventions; 2) measurement of the impact of these simulation interventions on knowledge gains 

and clinical outcomes; and 3) the qualitative analysis of trainee perceptions of the impact of their 

simulation experiences on their later clinical practice. 

                                                 
1 An example of a structured search for articles relating to models of the simulation process: (("Models, Nursing"[Mesh] 

OR "Models, Educational"[Mesh]) OR "Models, Psychological"[Mesh]) AND (("Patient Simulation"[Mesh] OR "Computer 

Simulation"[Mesh:noexp]) OR "Manikins"[Mesh]). This search was also run separately looking for these terms as components of 

the tile or abstract, and run again in combined form with the mesh terms. These efforts yielded potential 1010 articles of which 

after review only 23 related to either proposing or critiquing an existing model of the healthcare simulation process. 
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1.3.1  Using Hierarchical Task Analysis for the Development of a Simulation Intervention  

The principle investigator and his colleague John O’Donnell have demonstrated over a 

series of studies the utility of using HTA to deconstruct a process into its component steps and 

then using those process steps to both design and measure outcomes of simulation educational 

interventions. (Goode, Schumann, Klain, & O'Donnell, 2007; O' Donnell J, Goode Jr, Odonohoe, 

& Choe, 2007; O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012) The first attempted use of HTA was in the 

description of the process of inserting an intravenous catheter. (O' Donnell J et al., 2007) In a later 

study, O’Donnell et al. reported this approach in the implementation of a team-based training 

model intended to reduce the incidence of musculoskeletal injury associated with the physical 

transfer or repositioning of patients. (O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; O' Donnell et al., 2011) HTA 

methodology was used to deconstruct the process of transferring a patient, allowing for the 

development of an idealized 10-Step Patient Transfer Protocol. Two physically separate hospitals, 

each with similar neurologic rehabilitation units, and no movement of personnel between them, 

were utilized for the control and intervention cohorts. All personnel on the intervention units were 

trained with the simulation intervention. The outcome measure was adherence to the idealized 10-

Step Patient Transfer Protocol with the protocol itself becoming the objective scoring tool by 

which trained observers rated personnel on both the control and intervention units as they carried 

out actual patient transfers. (O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; O' Donnell et al., 2011)  

The target of this current project was a more complex process, the standard or routine induction 

of general anesthesia. The University of Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program has long recognized 

the need to appropriately train and prepare SRNAs for entry into their first clinical rotation. For 

more than 15 years a Mock Induction simulation training educational exercise has been conducted 

in some form and is a core component of this preparation process. The goal of Mock Induction is 
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to prepare first term SRNAs to perform the process of doing an induction of general anesthesia. In 

the past, as with most nurse anesthesia and residency training programs, this has been done without 

a specified process task list. The description of an optimal task set for a standard induction of 

general anesthesia (OTS-SIGA) was deemed essential to allow for measurement of SRNA 

performance in the simulation setting. Additionally, development of this task set would allow for 

measurement of the same clearly defined tasks in the clinical setting. Standard induction of general 

anesthesia (SIGA) is a complex process involving a minimum of fifty-one major steps, with many 

of those having component steps of their own. Well over one hundred combined total steps are 

involved. To capture this complexity, the description of the SIGA process followed a nine-step 

HTA protocol. These steps (and the specific processes that were followed) are derived from the 

work of Annett, Shephard and Stanton and are described below. (Annett et al., 2000; Shepherd, 

1998; Stanton, 2006) 

 

1. Define the purpose of the analysis 

The purpose was to describe the component steps of a standard induction of general 

anesthesia, which were then used as a template for the structure of a simulation education 

intervention to teach this process. The goal is to be able to teach this process in a simulated 

environment in a manner that replicates actual clinical processes as much as is possible. 

The component steps will also form the basis of an evaluative tool for use in measuring 

adherence to the protocol steps in both the simulated and real-world settings. 

2. Define the boundaries of the system description. 

All procedures and tasks that an anesthesia provider would need to perform to 

safely complete a standard induction of general anesthesia.  
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3. Access a variety of information sources about the system to confirm the reliability and 

validity of the analysis. 

A wide range of sources were accessed, including but not limited to: extensive 

review of the anesthesia literature, focused interviews with clinical experts (certified 

registered nurse anesthetists (CRNAs), anesthesiologists, nurse anesthesia faculty), review 

of relevant guidelines from anesthesia professional organizations and clinical observations 

of the process. Additionally, the best evidence from the simulation education literature as 

well as input from experts in healthcare simulation education was used to critique the 

optimal task set for OTS-SIGA. 

4. Describe the system goals and subgoals; define a subgoal hierarchy for the task at hand. 

The system (or superordinate) goal is “perform a standard induction of general 

anesthesia following accepted guidelines of anesthetic practice and patient safety”. An 

iterative process of consulting information sources as outlined in Step 3 above, defining 

and ordering process steps (subgoals) and then subjecting the proposed task set to subject 

matter expert review was followed. At the end of each iterative segment, clinical validation 

was attempted through observations of both simulated and actual anesthetic inductions.  
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5. Try to keep the number of immediate subgoals under any superordinate goal to between 3 

and 10. 

The HTA literature suggests that it is optimal to keep the number of subgoals to a 

maximum of 10. Keeping this limitation in mind, we ultimately decided on the number of 

process steps by consultation with subject matter experts. 

6. Link goals to subgoals and describe the conditions under which subgoals are triggered. 

Each step of the protocol was operationally defined, again referring to the reference 

sources in Step 3. Each operational definition clearly defines the beginning of each system 

subgoal (task step), triggering actions to begin the next step or, for the final subgoal, the 

indicators that the system goals had been completed. 

7. Stop redescribing the subgoals when you judge the analysis is fit for the purpose. 

By convention in HTA, the re-description process stops when the level of 

description is deemed appropriate to achieving the system goals, in this case safely 

completing a standard induction of general anesthesia. Ultimately termination of the re-

description process was determined by consultation with content experts and validation 

through clinical observation.  

8. Verify the analysis with subject-matter experts. 

Subject matter experts were asked to perform a final review of the protocol to verify 

that the analysis is fit for the purpose and that operational definitions of subgoals are clear 

and in concordance with the best evidence in the literature. 

9. If necessary, revise the analysis based on feedback. 

Per HTA process guidelines, revisions were required based on results of Step 8. 
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The current Mock Induction simulation is structured around the final iteration of the OTS-SIGA 

(Appendix A).  

In our experience, HTA has proven be a viable, valuable approach to evaluating the impact 

of simulation training, being that it is scalable from the level of the individual to that of whole, 

complex systems. Outside of simulation, Annett has used HTA to describe the complex task 

management sets encountered in the military nuclear submarine setting. (Annett et al., 2000; 

Shepherd, 1998) This provides confidence that the process of SIGA can be adequately described 

and measured. 

1.3.2  Development of Tools for the Measurement of the Impact of Simulation Interventions 

on Knowledge Gains and Clinical Outcomes 

As described above, O’Donnell’s prospective, longitudinal observational study of the 

effect of simulation on patient transfer in the clinical setting demonstrated improved scores on a 

knowledge assessment tool (baseline score of 65% correct to 95% correct post-simulation 

intervention). Patient transfer success in the clinical setting, as measured by adherence to the 

idealize protocol, also improved (66% adherence pre-simulation, 88% at 4-weeks post-simulation 

and 71% at 12-weeks post-simulation). (O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; O' Donnell et al., 2011) 

This study provided valuable experience which has been leveraged in the development of this 

current work. Additionally, an exploratory and developmental study with a cohort of 22 first term 

SRNAs (HRPO Protocol #12090179, Adherence and Retention of an HTA Optimal Task Set for 

Standard Induction of General Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA): A Simulation-Based Educational 

Intervention for First Term Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists) allowed for the development 

of data collection tools. This included the development and trial of a knowledge assessment tool, 
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the Standard induction of General Anesthesia Knowledge Assessment Instrument (SIGA-KAI) 

(Appendix B). 

Additionally, an OTS-SIGA scoring tool was derived from the HTA process described 

above with the assistance of the Winter Institute for Simulation, Education and Research (WISER) 

information technology personnel. This tool was deployed as a web-based application accessible 

from any tablet or smartphone platform (see Figure 1). The application was trialed during the 

Mock Induction simulation training sessions with this exploratory study cohort and evaluated for 

ease of use and reliability.  Each step of the induction process was scored ‘live’.  Possible scores 

for each step include ‘completed’, ‘completed after prompting’, ‘not completed’.  Review of our 

initial use of the OTS-SIGA application in this simulation setting resulted in some modifications.  

A key decision was to add a ‘no opportunity/not applicable’ scoring option in recognition of 

differences between the simulation event and the real-world induction experiences SRNAs would 

participate in. The OTS-SIGA attempted to include all possible steps and processes for a standard 

induction. During the simulated Mock Induction sessions, the standard of training is to have each 

participant complete every step, regardless of how much prompting is required. However, in the 

clinical setting it is possible that the clinical preceptors may not allow the SRNA to do a process 

step, may complete it themselves or that step may not always be applicable for a given patient. 
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Figure 1. Screen Shot of a Portion of the OTS-SIGA Scoring Application. 
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2.0 Historical Analysis 

Most contemporary histories of simulation in healthcare begin with the fortunate meeting 

and subsequent collaboration of Peter Safar and Asmund Laerdal. (Cooper & Taqueti, 2008) 

However, a strong case can be made that attempts to leverage a variety of types of technology to 

assist in training and teaching about anatomy, medicine and the care of patients go back much 

further. In the 17th century Jacques de Vaucanson (1709-1782) created several automata that were 

widely known and discussed. If his own account to the French Royal Academy of Sciences is to 

be believed, de Vaucanson attempted to replicate not just the appearance of human –and animal- 

function, but the actual coordinated movements themselves.  His description of one of the two 

automaton flute players he created details his intent to replicate in as much detail as possible the 

human mechanical functions associated with this task, as well as how he believes he has improved 

upon the process: 

“In this the Automaton surpasses all of our players of the tambourin, who cannot move the 

tongue with enough nimbleness, to make a whole measure of 16th notes all articulated. They flow 

at half and my Tambourin plays an entire tune with a flick of the tongue at each note” 2  

(Vaucanson, 1738) 

While flute players are not themselves of interest to our discussion of healthcare education, 

several sources indicate that de Vaucanson had the idea of, and perhaps actually embarked upon, 

                                                 
2 While Vaucanson refers to this automaton as the ‘Tambourin’ it was actually a complex machine in the guise of a rustic 

shepherd and was reported to have been able to play 20 different songs using the galoubet wind instrument with one hand and a 

Turkish-style tambourine with the other. 
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constructing an automaton that would replicate certain biologic functions such as the circulation 

and perhaps the function of the lungs. ("Littell's Living Age," 1852; Wood, 2002) His musical 

playing creations may have been a precursor to this work, but the project does not appear to have 

ever been completed. Further investigation is planned which may provide additional information.  

There were of course other attempts to teach through ‘simulation’, especially in the area of 

anatomy. Wax models reproduced anatomic structures in exquisite detail, and some clearly were 

designed to be touched and taken apart, allowing the learner to see how the anatomic pieces fit 

together. (Chen, Amar, Levy, & Apuzzo, 1999; Dacome, 2007; Messbarger, 2001)  However, it 

wouldn’t be until the 20th century that any Vaucanson-like attempts to reproduce human anatomy 

and physiology would be made, especially in terms of the mannequin-based simulation training 

that has become the predominant model of healthcare simulation outside of the realm of surgical 

simulation.  

Although often overlooked in historical overviews, one of the earliest examples of 

mannequin-based training occurred in the nursing discipline in the form of ‘Mrs. Chase’. 

Introduced in 1910, this mannequin was designed with the intent that it “would make teaching 

demonstrations easier and would afford students an opportunity to practice, thereby sparing 

patients possible discomfort.” (Herrmann, 1981) This is a prescient echo of the current National 

Patient Safety Movement call for the use of simulation in healthcare education. The conceptual 

mother of Mrs. Chase, Lauder Sutherland, contracted with a doll manufacturer (the M.J. Chase 

Company) to produce the mannequin. Fifty years later Peter Safar –considered the father of 

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)- would collaborate with another doll manufacturer, 

Asmund Laerdal, to produce the widely known CPR trainer Resuci®-Anne. (Cooper & Taqueti, 

2004b; Herrmann, 1981) The emergence of more readily accessible computer technology, at least 
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at some large academic centers, allowed for the development of mathematical models of human 

physiology and the pharmacologic effects of drugs on that physiology. An example of this was the 

screen-based simulator SLEEPER developed by Smith at the University of California, San Diego. 

(Cooper & Taqueti, 2004b; Lawson, 1990) During this same period in the 1980s, David Gabba at 

Stanford and Michael Good/JS Gravenstein at the University of Florida were developing full-body 

mannequins that incorporated some features of a modeled physiology. (Cooper & Taqueti, 2004b; 

Gaba & DeAnda, 1988) The costs of these one-of-a-kind systems hindered wide-spread 

dissemination, and although both concepts eventually were licensed to industry, there simply 

wasn’t a viable market until the introduction of Laerdal’s more affordable SimMan®.  

In reviewing the simulation literature that has accumulated over the past eighteen years, 

one can sometimes experience a sense of déjà vu.  For example, if we look at typical list of the 

advantages of simulation as a teaching modality, we find the following:  

• Strong preference by trainees 

• Allows for experiential learning in a safe environment 

• Can convey information in multiple learning domains at one time 

• Avoids the problems of not being sure healthcare trainees will ever see a particular event 

or type of case 

• Allows for reflection after the event. (JM O’ Donnell, Beach, & Hoffman, 2005; JM O’ 

Donnell, Fletcher, Dixon, & Palmer, 1998; JM O’ Donnell & Goode, 2008) 

These are essentially the same advantages that were being made about education through 

gaming (both computer and non-computer) in the 1960s and 1970s. (Clark, 1976, 1977; Coleman, 

Livingston, Fennessey, Edwards, & Kidder, 1973; Greenblat, 1971, 1977) Other key concepts that 

are found in the current healthcare simulation literature also abound in the older gaming discussion. 
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Coleman, et al discussed the issue of “translation” from a symbolic framework to action, the 

importance of post-game reflection and discussion (read that as ‘debriefing’ in the current 

simulation literature) and the fact that games that involve teams or groups of people can “change 

students’ attitudes towards the real-life persons whose roles they take”. (Coleman et al., 1973) 

Greenblat lamented the lack of good guidelines for conducting post-game debriefings or for 

integrating this educational modality into curricula. (Greenblat, 1971, 1977) Clark discussed the 

possibility that gaming education might be valuable for trainees to go through just prior to 

beginning clinical rotations with real patients. (Clark, 1977) Every essential issue regarding 

healthcare simulation today was presaged by the computer gaming movement in the 60s and 70s, 

but current mannequin-based simulation researchers appear to be unaware of this body of 

literature. These core references are never cited, resulting in a literal, and wasteful, example of 

ontogeny recapitulating phylogeny in healthcare education. (JM O’ Donnell & Goode, 2008) 

One of the most important issues, if not the most important, is that of translation to clinical 

practice. That is, does the investment of time and resources in simulation actually change how 

healthcare providers practice and, if it does, are there measurable benefits in terms of patient 

outcomes? Not surprisingly, both Greenblat and Clark frequently mention this in the earlier 

gaming literature: 

In addition, the field has moved from the early days of great enthusiasm without hard data 

to realization of the importance of testing claims about the efficacy of games. Numerous claims 

have been made about the effectiveness of gaming-simulations in teaching, including increases in 

(a) motivation and interest, (b) cognitive learning, (c) skills of various sorts, (d) affective learning 

(e.g. attitude change, empathy), and (e) creation of a more effective learning environment; but few 

methodologically sound attempts have been made to test these claims. In recent years, more 
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systematic attempts have been undertaken and further data have been accumulated. While 

questions of whether and how games work remain to be answered, there is increasing support for 

the claims… (Greenblat, 1977) 

Transfer of simulation game learning to clinical practice should be studied. It can be 

speculated that since instructional objectives were developed through the Goal Analysis Method 

and tied to game plays, transfer to clinical practice could be high. Whether, in fact, students would 

perform one way in the simulation game and another with patients is yet to be studied. (Clark, 

1977) 

And just like the gaming movement proponents, contemporary simulation researchers have 

been slow to attempt to address this central issue. This is no small academic quibble. From the 

start of this current era of healthcare simulation in the late 1990s, costs for implementing a program 

of simulation training are substantial in terms of both money and faculty time. In a 1998 article, 

O’Donnell, et al estimated $200,000 - $300,000 for initial start-up of a simulation center and 345 

hours of actual faculty time commitment for development and implementation of an ACRM 

course. (JM O’ Donnell et al., 1998) In the era of evidenced based practice, it would seem to be 

important to confirm the utilities and the areas of strength and weakness of an educational 

intervention before committing large quantities of academic resources.  

There is a vigorous and ongoing debate in healthcare simulation circles regarding the level 

of fidelity (or realism) necessary for any given simulation exercise. This includes efforts to use 

immersive virtual reality, at times with some level of predictive or artificial intelligence. Whether 

necessary or not, there is little doubt that the future of simulation is linked to both past and current 

efforts to reproduce life-like functionality. The recent history of artificial intelligence research 

reveals interesting parallels. Timothy Lenoir and editor Jessica Riskin, in Genesis Redux describe 
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how some AI pioneers, such as Rodney Brooks, view creating intelligent systems as a process of 

simply building and layering structural complexity. (Riskin, 2007) In this way artificial 

intelligence is brought about not by design, but by emergence. In a likewise manner the healthcare 

simulation industry continues to develop increasingly complex and sophisticated platforms for 

training, whether they be mannequin or virtual reality based. This raises important questions about 

how healthcare providers interact with such systems and devices, questions that are not new. 

Automata such as those of de Vaucanson, Pierre Jaquet-Droz (1721-1990) and others stimulated 

much philosophical debate about what it means to be living or intelligent (e.g. is simulated 

breathing a sign of life). (Wood, 2002) As previously discussed, in the 1960’s computer gaming 

researchers such as Clark asked related questions, wondering how interacting in a computer 

generated milieu would affect a student’s later interactions with real patients. (Clark, 1977) To 

date these questions remain unanswered, with little discourse on the subject in the current 

literature. There are also questions emerging about the need to address environmental and 

psychological fidelity in simulation. (Alinier, 2011) 

 Fidelity is also a potential concern with regard to our assessment of simulation 

outcomes. The issue of what, if anything, trainees and clinicians are taking with them to their 

practice when they leave a simulation training session is unclear. The one area that appears to have 

good support for transference, team-training simulation, has at the same time, generated conflicting 

evidence with regard to efficacy and outcomes. Chan et al in two publications has presented data 

that seem to indicate that the team-training model is not effective. Introduction of a Rapid 

Response Team model at a large academic medical center, Saint Luke’s Hospital in Kansas City, 

Missouri, “was not associated with a reduction in the primary end point of hospital-wide code rates 

…although lower rates of non-ICU codes were observed … Similarly, hospital-wide mortality did 
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not differ between the preintervention and postintervention periods.” (Chan et al., 2008) This was 

followed up with a meta-analysis of the available literature on RRTs from 1950 until 2008. Chan’s 

conclusion was that “Although RRTs have broad appeal, robust evidence to support their 

effectiveness in reducing hospital mortality is lacking.” (Chan, Jain, Nallmothu, Berg, & Sasson, 

2010) From an epistemic point of view, even the positive results have some methodological 

weaknesses in terms of being clear about causation. Most of the cited studies of team training do 

not take measurements from direct observations of the clinical practitioners. Secondary markers 

of outcome are instead evaluated, and conclusions about the impact of simulation are drawn from 

what one would assume to be a simple inductive process as described by Steel: “Assume that the 

causal generalization true of the base population also holds approximately in related populations, 

unless there is some specific reason to think otherwise.” (Steel, 2007) 

This is highly problematic as the outcomes measured can potentially be impacted by 

multiple points of input into the process. To begin with, the types of events that team-training 

simulation is designed to address are complex and often multifactorial in their underlying causes. 

The clinical providers themselves also present complexities. Staffing issues severely limit what 

types of clinical outcome studies can be undertaken in attempts to measure the impact of simulation 

interventions. If we look just at the nursing staff that could be involved in, say, an obstetric crisis 

at a major teaching hospital this becomes obvious. Nursing personnel often work varying shifts. 

Making them available for intensive simulation training is often difficult due to staffing needs. In 

large tertiary care settings both trained and untrained providers could come in contact with the 

patient population in question. If the simulation intervention is based on team interactions, and 

complete capture of all personnel in the training is not achieved, it becomes difficult to determine 

what the impact will be on measured outcome markers. Is there a minimum threshold capture rate 
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that is acceptable? To date this has not been specifically addressed in the team training literature. 

There are other ways in which simulation training appears to exhibit issue related to extrapolation 

as outlined by Steel. As previously discussed, the issue of measuring transference has yet to be 

completely addressed. There are still circumstances where an arbitrary simple inductive leap from 

the simulation setting to clinical is made. That is, if the trainee has improved in the simulation 

setting, then we can assume that performance will likely improve in clinical practice. This 

assumption implies that the baseline conditions, or as Steel would say the base population, holds 

across other referential populations and therefore that  

 “capacities or causal powers that exert a characteristic influence independently of context 

are a basis for extrapolation. However, this proposal does not adequately explain how one is to 

know that one is dealing with a capacity rather than a context-sensitive causal relationship, aside 

from already having found that the causal relationship obtains in all of the contexts in question.” 

(Steel, 2007) 

The issue of context-sensitive causal relationships is clearly important. Colyvan tries to 

give an illustration of the problem in his example of walking across a narrow beam under two sets 

of circumstances. 

 “To illustrate how utilities can make a difference to a decision, suppose we are asked to 

walk across a narrow beam placed a few inches above the ground. If we successfully cross the 

beam, we win a small sum of money; if we fall off, then we miss out on the cash. In this case the 

utilities are such that we would elect to cross the beam provided we have no specific objection to 

beam walking. Now suppose the beam is placed high across a ravine, below which are crocodile-

infested waters. Even though the probability of successfully crossing the beam is identical to that 

of the previous scenario (our beam walking skills have not altered) the utilities have changed to 
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such an extent that we are no longer inclined to accept the challenge.” (Colyvan, Regan, & Ferson, 

2001) 

If we were attempting to use a method of maximization of expected utility (MEU), this 

would have to be considered. Weirich would claim that we would be anticipated to change the 

weighting of perceived risk in our utility calculation, that is, we would actually be factoring in 

aversion or attraction to the “risk involved in an option when the probabilities of the states of the 

world determining its consequences are based on slender evidence.” (Weirich, 1986) It would seem 

reasonable to conclude that this risk calculation alone would change the playing field from the 

low-risk beam walking in Colyvan’s example to the high-risk version. But something more 

fundamental might be at work as well. We wouldn’t react the same in this circumstance because 

the conditions themselves are not the same –the baseline conditions have been altered, and it also 

seems reasonable to conclude that this also holds true in the field of healthcare simulation. No 

matter what degree of fidelity we create in the simulated world, the risks are clearly different when 

a patient’s health, and possibly life, are at stake. Because of this, the simple inductive leap from 

performance in simulation to performance in the real world cannot be valid, at least not under high 

stakes conditions. 3 

With this in mind, some researchers have begun to explore other innovative methods to 

measure transference. Randomized control trials are problematic for many of the reasons 

previously alluded to. In a large health center with constantly changing compliments of personnel, 

isolating a ‘control’ group of providers from an ‘intervention’ group may only be possible on a 

large scale. As mentioned earlier, O’Donnell et al attempted this approach in the implementation 

                                                 
3 This idea was discussed in several personal conversations with John Worrall in 2011.  
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of a team-based training model intended to reduce the incidence of musculoskeletal injury 

associated with the physical movement or repositioning of patients. (O' Donnell et al., 2011)  

Two physically separate hospitals, each with similar neurologic rehabilitation units, and no 

movement of personnel between them, were utilized for the control and intervention cohorts. All 

personnel on the intervention units were trained with the simulation intervention. The outcome 

measure was adherence to a prescribed 10-step protocol for moving patients. This prospective, 

longitudinal observational design incorporated a unique approach to assessing the impact of the 

simulation intervention: the use of Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA). 

HTA methodology was used to deconstruct the process of moving a patient, allowing for 

the development of the idealized move protocol. This protocol then became the objective scoring 

tool by which trained observers rated personnel on both the control and intervention units as they 

carried out actual patient moves. This allowed not only the measurement of adherence to the 

protocol over time, but also meaningful interpretation of reported musculoskeletal injury rates 

among personnel at the intervention sites. (O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; O' Donnell et al., 2011) 

The pilot study for this current program of research also attempts to leverage this HTA 

methodology.  

The obvious concern with regard to the use of HTA is another aspect of the problems 

mentioned earlier with extrapolation, the Extrapolator’s Circle. Assumptions about the target 

population – in this case, our healthcare providers and their clinical actions post-simulation 

training- must be similar to the comparative population, here being the reactions of these trainees 

in the simulation setting. We have seen that this is potentially problematic based upon our 

discussion of Colyvan’s beam walking example. HTA offers the opportunity to perhaps avoid this 

problem from the outset. By deconstructing the target goals into component steps, we can create a 
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detailed model of structured, idealized responses to clinical problems. If this deconstructive 

process can be done in enough detail, perhaps extrapolation itself would be unnecessary. What we 

would be trying to do is change the target conditions –the real-world clinical responses- to match 

the simulated world, and not worrying that the simulated environment is a replica of the current, 

often problematic real-world conditions. The extrapolation problem as it exists is only of concern 

when the real-world conditions are assumed to be ideal, which is exactly the opposite of the 

assumption of conditions in the drive to utilize healthcare simulation to enhance patient safety. In 

a way, this might be considered reverse modeling.  
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3.0 Theoretical Model: Moving Towards a New Model of Healthcare Simulation 

3.1 Introduction 

As we have seen, simulation training has become ubiquitous in healthcare education, and 

over the last decade evidence has begun to emerge that supports a long-held contention that this 

educational modality has the potential to change how providers practice with resultant 

improvement in patient outcomes. However, there are still few studies that delineate the precise 

relationships between the use of various simulation educational elements and student (or patient) 

outcomes. As a result, answering the question of which methodology to use for a particular 

circumstance remains elusive. Cook et al.’s (2011)  systematic review and meta-analysis of the 

simulation literature was among the first to illustrate this problem. (Cook et al., 2011) Identifying 

609 eligible studies from a pool of 10,903 articles these authors analyzed eligible papers and 

categorized six areas of simulation study outcomes: knowledge gain, task completion time, 

measures of process skills, measures of product skills, measures of behaviors related to patient 

care and effects on patient care. The first five of the six areas demonstrated pooled effect sizes 

which were characterized as ‘large’.  In the sixth area, ‘effects on patient care’, the effect size was 

considered ‘moderate’.  All of these areas demonstrated wide ranges of effect size, indicating high 

levels of inconsistency across these six outcomes .4  

                                                 
4 The I2 statistic was used to quantify inconsistency (heterogeneity) across studies, with values greater than 50% 

indicating high inconsistency. The I2 values for each of the areas was: Knowledge 96%, Time Skills 84%, Process Skills 89%, 

Product Skills 87%, Behavior Skills 66% and Effects on Patient Care 67%. 
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Given the near universal adoption of simulation in healthcare training and the recognition 

of value by stakeholders ranging from administrators to students, we are well beyond the point of 

arguing if simulation should be used. However, there are still many examples of published papers 

demonstrating poorly designed research methods. Possibly this is a result of something missing in 

the design, implementation or evaluative processes in the healthcare simulation field. This 

heterogeneity in quality of the published literature affects the science of simulation in two ways. 

First, it weakens our ability to identify the gaps in our understanding of what does and does not 

work and under which circumstance. Second, it creates difficulties in the development and testing 

of meaningful theory around the science of simulation in a way that would meet Karl Popper’s 

famous validating Test of Falsifiability.  Although the proverbial horse may be already out of the 

barn, it would be prudent to take a step back and examine the state of simulation science with 

respect to its grounding theoretical constructs. The purpose of this paper is to explain why 

theoretical grounding is important, examine existing models of simulation and to posit a new 

functional model of healthcare simulation that accounts for both theory and process. 

3.2 The Importance of Theoretical Grounding 

Cook et al.’s series of meta analyses and systematic reviews provided other meaningful 

insights into the current state of simulation science, most notably that the measurable impact of 

simulation education was large enough for the authors to recommend that there was little value in 

continuing to do studies comparing simulation with no simulation. (Cook et al., 2012; Cook, 

Brydges, et al., 2013a, 2013b; Cook, Erwin, et al., 2010; Cook, Hamstra, et al., 2013; Cook et al., 

2011; Cook, Levinson, et al., 2010) However, most of the studies available for review had serious 
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methodological limitations, clearly identifying significant theoretical and structural weaknesses 

for the science of simulation. As Cook (2011, pp. 987-988) stated, “The important questions for 

this field are those that clarify when and how to use simulation most effectively and cost-

efficiently. Unfortunately, the evidence synthesized herein largely fails to inform the design of 

future simulation activities. [emphasis added]” 

Earlier we reviewed areas such as simulation team-training and highly specific task training, 

and the promising and compelling evidence for a positive impact on both educational and patient 

outcomes they have generated. (Barsuk et al., 2015; Barsuk, McGaghie, Cohen, O'Leary, et al., 

2009; Crofts et al., 2008; Draycott et al., 2008) However, from an epistemic point of view, even 

these positive results do not inform us of the predictive or causal relationships between simulation 

design and outcomes.  (Chan et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2008; R. L. Kneebone, 2016; McGaghie, 

Issenberg, Petrusa, & Scalese, 2010; Pusic, Boutis, & McGaghie, 2018; Stayt, 2012)  

As alluded to in section one, critical, core questions need to be answered in order to help to 

determine the direction of future research in healthcare simulation. To date only a handful of 

authors have engaged in the types of foundational work that any emerging science needs.5 It is 

important to restate that while pieces of the simulation process have been examined in detail, no 

description of what the process of simulation entails at a macro level currently exists. The same is 

                                                 
5 An example of a structured search for articles relating to models of the simulation process: (("Models, Nursing"[Mesh] 

OR "Models, Educational"[Mesh]) OR "Models, Psychological"[Mesh]) AND (("Patient Simulation"[Mesh] OR "Computer 

Simulation"[Mesh:noexp]) OR "Manikins"[Mesh]). This search was also run separately looking for these terms as components of 

the tile or abstract, and run again in combined form with the mesh terms. These efforts yielded potential 1010 articles of which 

after review only 23 related to either proposing or critiquing an existing model of the healthcare simulation process. 
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true of causal or predictive relationships. Are they present? If so, what do these associations look 

like structurally and what evidence exists in support of them?  

Some aspects of simulation design and implementation have been clearly described. First, 

participants enjoy taking part in simulation exercises and report improved self-confidence and 

perceived competence. (Beyea, von Reyn, & Slattery, 2007; Harder, 2010) Second, knowledge 

gains have been extensively demonstrated with the use of a variety of simulation training 

modalities from standardized patients to human patient simulators. (Cook et al., 2011; Crofts et 

al., 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2007; Seibert et al., 2004) Third, psychomotor skills have been 

demonstrated to be good targets for the use of simulation training. (Barsuk, Ahya, Cohen, 

McGaghie, & Wayne, 2009; Barsuk et al., 2015) In nursing education alone there exists well over 

a century of examples of this. (Barsuk et al., 2015; Chamberlain, 2008; Goode et al., 2007; 

Herrmann, 1981, 2008; Nickerson, Morrison, & Pollard, 2011; O' Donnell J et al., 2007; JM O’ 

Donnell & Goode, 2008; Schiavenato, 2009) These demonstrated successes support the hypothesis 

that there is at least a predictive relationship: simulation does seem to positively impact certain 

components of the learning process. Based on known outcomes, several best practice papers have 

been published which have helped to identify important simulation design features. (Issenberg et 

al., 2005; Mc Gaghie et al., 2009; Motola, Devine, Chung, Sullivan, & Issenberg, 2013) One 

simulation professional organization has even promulgated ‘standards’. (INACSL, 2016) These 

best practices represent the most prevalent design themes identified in structured reviews of the 

literature while the standards represent the consensus of a group of nursing and medical educators.  

While these are helpful, what remains unclear are the what, when, why and how questions: what 

works best, when is the timing optimal, how does it work and why do certain approaches work 

better than others (Schiavenato, 2009). Our contention here is that a sound global model of the 
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healthcare simulation continuum is needed and that this should be a functional model, helping to 

guide efforts to answer these important questions. 

In its simplest form, a causal or predictive model of healthcare simulation can be represented 

by a straight-line continuum from the simulation intervention to the practice patterns of individuals 

in the clinical setting (see Figure 2). In this model, the relationship between simulation educational 

interventions and positive changes in clinical practice is not clearly defined; it is represented by 

the ‘black box’ referred to in the literature as transference or translation. (Britt, Reed, & Britt, 

2007; Haque & Srinivasan, 2006; Hunt, Shilkofski, Stavroudis, & Nelson, 2007; Knight, Moule, 

& Desbottes, 2000; JM. O’ Donnell et al., 2007; Ogan et al., 2004; Robertson, 2006; Wong et al., 

2008) Much discussion has occurred over the last decade in regard to the nature of 

transference/translation, although not much of this discussion has focused on exactly what these 

terms mean, or if they even mean the same thing.6 Both are used as representational terms for a 

process by which the experiences gained during a simulation training exercise are internalized by 

the participants and then, hopefully, drawn upon to change clinical practice in a positive manner.  

Educators assume that ‘something’ is happening along this continuum, but despite significant 

investments of resources (financial, personnel, material and equipment) important questions 

remain regarding what that something else is. (Cook et al., 2011; R. Kneebone, 2003) This is 

                                                 
6 The healthcare simulation community essentially uses these terms interchangeably. While either term might suffice in 

the context of its use in the relevant literature, I have chosen to use transference for etymologic reasons. Translation implies that 

something is examined and reinterpreted, with the possible loss of important components of its meaning (context for example). It 

is often said of some literary works that they cannot be translated to English as subtlety and context are lost. I prefer transference 

because no loss of meaning is implied, and in terms of healthcare simulation targets, that should be our goal, to transfer best practice 

information as whole and intact as possible, allowing the learner to incorporate that information into their personal perceptive and 

practice framework. 
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because the steps along the continuum and their relationships to each other have not been 

completely defined, nor has the relative impact of each step been quantified. Our contention is that 

the development of a model of the entire healthcare simulation continuum would help to 

consolidate terminology surrounding the simulation process, identify potential causal or predictive 

relationship, describe what these associations may look like structurally and provide a guide for 

targeting research in empirically weak areas.  

 

 

Figure 2. Simple Continuum From Simulation to Change in Clinical Practice Pattern. 

 

Other authors agree, having identified the need for this type of foundational work. In 2005, 

Roger Kneebone noted with regard to simulations and simulation technologies that “a coherent 

theoretical structure for their use is seldom presented. Making wise judgments about the usefulness 

or otherwise of simulations can therefore be difficult”. (R. Kneebone, p. 549) While not offering 

a specific theoretical model of his own, Kneebone identified four key areas that could constitute a 

framework for evaluating simulation interventions: 1) Gaining and retaining technical proficiency; 

2) the place of expert assistance in task-based learning; 3) learning within a professional context; 
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and 4) the affective component of learning. (R. Kneebone, 2005, p. 549) Eleven years later, he 

asks similar structural and theoretical questions, attempting to frame simulation “not as a static 

array of educational procedures but as an active principle which can transmute experience from 

one context into another.” (R. L. Kneebone, 2016, p. 2)  In the field of nursing education, 

Schiavenato explicitly calls for theory to answer the ‘why question’ in regard to simulation: “A 

cohesive ideology is lacking for the very existence of simulation in nursing education. The missing 

theoretical imperative has led to a lack of direction or empirical expectation – that is why nursing 

simulation?” (Schiavenato, 2009, p. 390) 

Based on reports from a broad spectrum of healthcare disciplines, it seems clear that this 

claim is true outside of nursing as well. (Harder, 2010; Harris, Eccles, Ward, & Whyte, 2013; R. 

Kneebone, 2005; Stayt, 2012) In focusing on the what, where, why and how Schiavenato echoes 

the conclusions of Cook that the evidence is unclear as to which simulation method is best in a 

particular setting. (Cook et al., 2011; Schiavenato, 2009) Harris et al. reach similar conclusions, 

pointing out that a sound theoretical framework would provide description and explanation of the 

phenomena and have the ability for prediction in the system that it describes. (Harris et al., 2013) 

Harder’s systematic review noted inconsistencies in the types of evaluations being done in 

simulation and called for the development of standardized evaluation tools specific to simulation 

taking into account “a type of leveling of the simulation as well as of the evaluation.” (Harder, 

2010) While Harder was focusing on so-called ‘high fidelity simulation’  this argument can clearly 

be made for any type of simulation endeavor based on her systematic review and the Cook meta-

analyses. More recently, Cheng et al. attempted to address these reporting inconsistencies by 

developing extensions to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) and the 

Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology Statements (STROBE). 
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(Cheng et al., 2016) Stayt not only identified the weaknesses in the simulation literature, but 

recognized the need to examine the underlying ontology and epistemology. She utilized Carper’s 

Patterns of Knowing in Nursing as a lens to ‘reverse engineer the introduction of clinical 

simulation into nurse education curricula,” however Stayt does not address the fundamental issue 

of the need for a theoretical underpinning for the simulation process itself. (Stayt, 2012) An 

excellent review of constructivist, behaviorist and reflective approaches to learning is given, as 

well as how they might conflict or support each other within the confines of the design of a specific 

simulation exemplar, but Stayt does not address the fundamental issue of the need for a model 

describing the processes and theoretical underpinning of simulation. Finally, Parker and Myrick 

also identified “a need to engage in further modes of inquiry to contribute to a knowledge base 

from which nurse educators can draw to inform fundamentally sound pedagogical decisions 

regarding the development of simulation-based curriculum.” (Parker & Myrick, 2012)   

All of these authors recognize the need for a model elucidating the components, process 

and theoretical foundations to guide healthcare simulation educational efforts. But examining the 

variety of ‘models’ discussed in the simulation literature reveals that most address only isolated 

components of the simulation process or the leveraging of particular educational approaches. For 

example, Pusic, Boutis and McGaghie outline the “continuous process of hypothesis generation 

and model building” that is a part of any successful scientific discipline, describing as an example 

how learning curve theory provides “a meaningful foundation for simulation-based education 

research programs.” (Pusic et al., 2018) They fail, however, to address the macro-level healthcare 

simulation continuum and instead seem to assume that healthcare simulation processes are merely 

composed of one or more knowledge acquisition theories. The larger view is essential to enable 
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simulation researchers to address the issues of what, where, when, why and how identified by 

Cook, Schiavenato and others. 

3.3 Current Models and Their Role in Simulation Based Research 

Having identified the need for both theoretical grounding and a model of the healthcare 

simulation continuum, it is important to review the literature regarding existing attempts to 

describe healthcare simulation processes either in terms of its constituent components, its 

grounding educational theory or some larger theoretical construct. 

Nickerson et al. attempted to “define clinical simulation and its attributes and to add to the 

body of knowledge surrounding this concept”. (Nickerson et al., 2011) They utilized Walker and 

Avant’s concept analysis framework for theory development. (Walker & Avant, 2005) These 

authors provide a good presentation of the definitions of the attributes and characteristics of 

simulation as a concept, stressing the importance of debriefing and self-reflection. As referenced 

earlier, Roger Kneebone attempted to provide “a framework for considering simulation-based 

learning” based on four areas “that underpin simulation-based learning” – gaining technical 

proficiency, expert assistance, situated learning and the affective component of learning. (R. 

Kneebone, 2005) The roles and theoretical foundations of these areas are discussed in detail. Parker 

et al. present a qualitative study using Glaserian grounded theory to develop a model of 

empowering through fading support. (Parker & Myrick, 2012) Similarly, Harris et al. describe a 

method of basing simulation training on the theory of deliberate practice (EsPerT). (Harris et al., 

2013) This is an extremely important concept in simulation education as evidenced by other efforts 

to deconstruct a target goal into component parts based on the literature and expert consultation, 
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then using that task analysis to drive a simulation based intervention. (Mc Gaghie et al., 2009; O' 

Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; O' Donnell et al., 2011) Harris states that “improvements in cognitive 

skills require prolonged engagement within a domain, including deliberate practice.” and implies 

that the deliberate practice model will work for high-fidelity, contextually complex simulation 

scenarios. There may be some argument for this, but there are two confounding issues. First, 

repetitively running highly sophisticated, highly contextual scenarios (often done in a team training 

session) in the manner of the construct of deliberate practice is not logistically or operationally 

feasible- even if sound from an educational standpoint. Secondly, the studies cited to support the 

claim for cognitive and/or critical thinking improvements often don’t utilize deliberate practice, 

begging the question of its absolute necessity in targeting these outcomes. The biggest shortcoming 

is that this conceptual approach is highly skewed toward psychomotor task training, and thus the 

effort to frame this as a potential global approach for all of simulation education falls short.  

Probably the best-known attempt to devise a theoretical construct of healthcare simulation 

has been that of Pamela Jeffries. (Jeffries, 2005) Developed and tested for the National League of 

Nursing/Laerdal Simulation Study (now known as the Nursing Education Simulation Framework) 

Jeffries offered a “proposed framework to guide the process of designing, implementing and 

evaluating simulations in nursing…”. (Jeffries, 2005) Identifying the need to specify “…relevant 

variables and their relationships…to conduct research in an organized, systemic fashion.”, the 

model posits five major interacting components: teacher factors, student factors, educational 

practices, the simulation intervention and outcomes. This model provides a good foundation from 

an educational theory perspective, but gives few clues as to how the components fit together in a 

functionally relevant whole, how outcomes derive from the order and form of implementation and 

how they might work together in real-world processes. (Schiavenato, 2009; Wilson & Hagler, 
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2012; Young & Shellenbarger, 2012) The Jeffries model appears to be accurate in that instructor, 

student and educational factors interact, but the way in which these and other factors interact and 

their nexus of interaction, including the role of self-reflection and structured debriefing is not 

apparent. The model also does not describe the relationships between these factors in a functional 

way that allows easy identification and targeting for researchers or educators. In 2010 by Ravert 

et. al.  assembled teams of simulation experts to conduct focused literature reviews in order to 

determine to what extent the NLN/Jeffries model was being used in the five years after its 

publication.  The resulting publications were focused on the construct areas of participant, teacher, 

simulation design, educational practices and learning outcomes.  The conclusion was that despite 

support by the Laerdal™ corporation and the National League of Nursing, the model has been 

incorporated in only a few isolated educational and research applications (Durham, Cato, & 

Lasater, 2014; Groom, Henderson, & Sittner, 2014; Hallmark, Thomas, & Gantt, 2014; Jones, 

Reese, & Shelton, 2014; O' Donnell, Levett-Jones, Decker, & Howard, 2012; Ravert & McAfooes, 

2014). Helping in our understanding of these conclusions is the work of Wilson and Hagler who 

attempted to use the Jeffries model to design simulations for post-graduate nurses in the acute care 

setting (Wilson & Hagler, 2012). They reported that the model lacked functional utility.  Specific 

weaknesses identified included lack of guidance in scenario design, pre-course preparation for 

learners, guided reflections and curricular integration.  As a result of these weakness among others, 

the Jeffries model has not gained widespread utilization in the field. 

These studies present a wide variety of attempts to identify and describe the processes and 

theoretical grounding associated with healthcare simulation-based education and research. What 

appears to be missing is the consideration of the process as a whole. There are clear descriptions 

of the utility of specific educational approaches for specific types of simulation events and at 
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proscribed times in the simulation educational continuum. There are also vague or partial 

references toward providing philosophical grounding for healthcare simulation educational 

initiatives. A common example is the (explicit or implicit) referencing to John Dewey’s conception 

of ‘learning by doing’, often in regard to psychomotor skills or repetitive practice. However, there 

seems to be little fundamental understanding of his work. Dewey is quite clear that task repetition, 

separated from the contextual application of the task, is detrimental to reflective thought and true 

learning (J. Goode Jr, 2016). He viewed non-contextual repetitive drilling as a “mechanical 

analogy of driving, by unremitting blows, a foreign substance into a resistant material.”(Dewey, 

1910). There is also a nearly complete disregard for how all of the components of the simulation 

education process fit together, in a way that would allow educators and researchers to examine 

individual components in their temporal and contextual setting. What is missing in the science of 

healthcare simulation is a ‘functional’ model of healthcare simulation that can help to identify 

areas of deficit in the science of simulation and provide guidance as to potential targets for 

intervention across the spectrum of the simulation events.  

3.4 A New Model of Healthcare Simulation 

Because of some recognized inconsistencies in the literature with regard to simulation 

nomenclature, it is important that adequate descriptions and definitions be provided for the terms 

and labels used in the subsequent discussion of the proposed model. This includes both general 

terms and specific operational definitions. Use of the words simulation or simulator are not always 

consistent in the literature.  Here “Simulation Intervention” refers to the use of a ‘simulator’ (a 

physical or virtual object that is used to represent a component of a task that one wishes to 
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represent). (Cooper & Taqueti, 2004a) Simulators are to be utilized during “simulation”; that is, 

simulators are tools and simulation is curriculum. Previously the distinction was made between 

the words transference and translation, and here we will continue to use the word transference. 

More specifically, our conception of transference is that of a cognitive process wherein the learner 

ideally assimilates all of the potential components of the simulation experience, forms a new 

working mental model of the training target and then applies this to clinical practice. This process 

may, or may not, result in a positive change in clinical practice patterns. The work of Chi, et al is 

supportive of this conception. They examined the self-generated explanations of students studying 

pre-solved mechanics problems. A principle finding was “that ‘good’ students learn with 

understanding: they generate many explanations” that “result in example-independent 

knowledge”. (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989) Transference then is not a singular, 

indefinable process that happens at a discrete point after the simulation experience. Transference 

represents a process or series of processes that are posited to result in a new conceptualization of 

the targeted task. This new conceptualization subsequently allows the learner to change clinical 

practice patterns in a positive way.  

Our proposed model of the healthcare simulation educational process is illustrated in 

Figure 3. The hypothesis is that the relationship is a predictive one, with direct, indirect (mediated) 

and moderated aspects. In this model both debriefing, and self-reflection play crucial roles. 

Structured debriefing is seen as an indirect (mediated pathway) that exists when a structured 

reflection process (debriefing) is used as a part of the simulation education intervention. While 

debriefing does not have to occur, it is considered to be a core component of best practices in 

simulation education. (Issenberg et al., 2005; Jeffries, 2005; McGaghie et al., 2010)  
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Figure 3. Proposed Model of the Impact of Healthcare Simulation Interventions on Clinical Practice. 

 

In considering whether structured debriefing should be classified as a mediating or a 

moderating variable, definitions as provided by Baron and Kenny as well as by Jaccard and Jacoby 

provided some guidance. (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Jaccard & Jacoby, 2010)  Jaccard says of 

mediating variables that “other variables “work through” it to influence the outcome”. (Jaccard & 

Jacoby, 2010) Baron’s definition is more nuanced. The paths referred to are shown in Figure 7, 

taken from Baron and Kenny’s 1986 publication:  

 “A variable functions as a mediator when it meets the following conditions: (a) variations in levels 

of the independent variable significantly account for variations in the presumed mediator (i.e., Path 

a), (b) variations in the mediator significantly account for variations in the dependent variable (i.e., 
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Path b), and (c) when Paths a and b are controlled, a previously significant relation between the 

independent and dependent variables is no longer significant, with the strongest demonstration of 

mediation occurring when Path c is zero. In regard to the last condition we may envisage a 

continuum. When Path c is reduced to zero, we have strong evidence for a single, dominant 

mediator.” (Baron & Kenny, 1986) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Issenberg et al. undertook a structured review of the medical education literature to 

determine what practices worked best in simulation education. (Issenberg et al., 2005) Feedback 

was identified as the most frequently cited variable with structured debriefing one commonly 

recommended approach. This was reiterated in McGaghie et al.’s 2010 review of simulation-based 

medical education (SBME) and further supported by the 2016 INACSL standards. (INACSL, 

2016; McGaghie et al., 2010) For this reason, structured debriefing plays an anchoring role in this 

proposed model. While immediate face-to-face structured debriefing protocols appear to be 

superior to other methods, we make no distinction among the various types of structured 

debriefing; even simple written feedback in conjunction with a screen-based trainer has been 
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demonstrated to improve performance on follow up standardized evaluative simulation scenarios. 

(Sawyer, Eppich, Brett-Fleegler, Grant, & Cheng, 2016; Schwid, Rooke, Michalowski, & Ross, 

2001) Given these considerations, structured debriefing as proposed in this model fulfills the 

requirements of being a mediator, including that of variations in the independent variable causing 

variations in the mediator.7 It should also be noted that a direct effect of the simulation itself, 

without the mediating effects of debriefing, cannot be ruled out, and this as well is reflected in the 

proposed model.8  

Other factors may have an impact on this causal relationship at various points. All of these 

have been classified as moderators, again based on accepted definitions. (Baron & Kenny, 1986; 

Jaccard & Jacoby, 2010; Mackinnon, 2011) 9  Moderators that impact the simulation intervention 

itself fall into two broad categories. The first are factors that are native to each participant in the 

simulation education intervention. These would include baseline knowledge of the topic of the 

intervention, affective factors (feelings about simulation in general, prior exposure to simulation 

educational interventions), intrinsic psychomotor skills that may be leveraged in the simulation 

and interpersonal/communication skills. This is not an exhaustive list, but it does identify factors 

frequently cited in the existing literature. The second broad category is how the intervention itself 

                                                 
7 The structure of the simulation intervention can have a significant impact on the way that the structured debriefing 

can be carried out. A simulation intervention with a highly informal structure does not lend itself to a highly structured debriefing 

process. The optimal nature of the structure of debriefings is still under investigation, but I believe that a more formalized 

structure is able to better focus on the intended goals of the intervention.  

8 Baron and Kenny indicate that mediators are “not both a necessary and a sufficient condition for an effect to occur.” 

(Baron & Kenny, 1986) p 1176 

9 Baron’s conceptualization of a moderator is “a qualitative (e.g. , sex race, class) or quantitative (e.g., level of reward) 

variable that affects the direction and/or strength of the relation between an independent or predictor variable and a dependent or 

criterion variable.”(Baron & Kenny, 1986) p 1174 
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is structured, which can range from informal to very highly structured (e.g. hierarchical task 

analysis). Moderators that exert their influence after the simulation intervention are identified as 

Phase-I Self-Reflection (P1-SR) and Phase-II Self-Reflection (P2-SR). Whether a structured 

debriefing process is used or not, it is assumed that participants in simulation reflect on their 

experiences after completion of the event itself. While this most likely is a semi-continuous 

process, it is conceptually useful to define two moderating periods of self-reflection ‘sandwiching’ 

the formal debriefing. The first (P1-SR) most often occurs in the period immediately following the 

simulation intervention, but perhaps could begin even before the entire educational intervention is 

completed. The second (P2-SR) occurs at a later time. Possibly the later reflection encompasses 

both the intervention experience itself and the review of these experiences during the structured 

debriefing, again supporting the position of structured debriefing as a central, anchoring mediator. 

P1-SR and P2-SR are somewhat analogous to Schoen’s reflection-in-action and reflection-on-

action conception of reflective learning. P1-SR and P2-SR are classified as moderators primarily 

because these reflective processes generally occur in an unstructured or informal manner when 

each participant of a simulation educational event reflects on and examines the experiences of the 

simulation exercise. At present, we should consider these to be non-manipulatable variables.10   

 

The operational definitions for the components of the proposed model are as follows: 

1. Participant factors are affective, cognitive, interpersonal or psychomotor qualities that are 

intrinsic to each participant.  

                                                 
10 This is not to say that these reflective periods could not be leveraged as independent variables with targeted 

interventions. The problem at this time is that these reflective periods have not been extensively examined; qualitative analysis of 

both periods would certainly help to inform how one might effectively leverage this self-reflective process. 
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2. Structure of the Intervention is considered to be the formalized process by which the 

simulation educational event happens. There are many ways that this can occur. The literature 

supports the contention that a highly structured intervention has multiple methodological 

advantages. (Harris et al., 2013; Knight et al., 2000; Parker & Myrick, 2012; Tjiam et al., 2012) 

It helps to clearly define targets for the intervention and in turn can help to guide the structured 

debriefing to those targets. One example of how to achieve such a structure is with the use of 

hierarchical task analysis (HTA) which lists each step in a particular task and analyzes them to 

determine a preferential sequencing of task steps. HTA theory is “based on goal-directed 

behavior comprising a sub-goal hierarchy linked by plans”. (Annett et al., 2000; Shepherd, 

1998; Stanton, 2006) Annett has demonstrated the use of HTA to describe the complex task 

management sets encountered in the military nuclear submarine setting. (Annett et al., 2000; 

Shepherd, 1998) HTA may be a viable tool for evaluating the impact of some components of 

this proposed model, being that it is scalable from the level of the individual to that of whole, 

complex systems. However, we will discuss later why specific details such as the structure of 

the intervention may be irrelevant in terms of the explanatory power of the model. (Robert W.  

Batterman & Rice, 2014) 

3. Phase-I Self Reflection (P1-SR) and Phase-II Self-Reflection (P2-SR) are considered to be 

any reflective process done by the participant post-simulation intervention. These can be 

defined and described temporally if a structured debriefing is utilized, with Phase-I occurring 

in the period between the simulation intervention and the structured debriefing and Phase-II 

occurring at any time after the structured debriefing. 

4. Structured Debriefing is, operationally, a debriefing that has a defined process, ideally 

drawing upon the structure of the simulation intervention itself. One example is the structured 
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and supported debriefing model adopted by the American Heart Association, but there are 

other viable debriefing approaches. (O’Donnell et al., 2009) 

3.5 Discussion and Support for the New Model 

The simulation literature has focused on the learning theories that underpin simulation. 

While important, this focus has been at the expense of an examination of the simulation process 

as a whole. A global, macro perspective is useful so that educators and researchers might be able 

to envision all the interacting parts of the simulation education process. Additionally, no one 

educational approach is capable of describing all that occurs in the totality of the simulation 

experience for the learner. Indeed, the simulation literature often touts the ability to leverage 

several educational approaches to target several educational domains simultaneously as a huge 

advantage. What gets lost is a serious consideration of the temporal aspect of this process. These 

events do happen in time, and there are gaps in time where the learner is self-directing. While 

obliquely addressed in the body of simulation literature, to date no real effort has been made to 

describe these processes and their temporal relationship to each other so that they might be targeted 

for supportive intervention. For example, P2-SR is a potential key target point along the proposed 

continuum. As of now, this is a ‘black box’; we have almost no understanding of what learners 

take with them immediately, how they process it over time, and how this links to later clinical 

performance. A properly designed model can allow us to see the functional component parts of the 

process as a whole and across time. It also can support the examination of the mediating and 

moderating effects of its constituent parts. All of the major points of contention in the discussion 

of healthcare simulation processes were considered in the design of this proposed functional 
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model; the best evidence in the literature was leveraged to support the structure. Four of the key 

areas that were considered are addressed below. 

3.5.1  Falsifiability 

Kneebone raised the issue that “the assumption that such (task) learning is directly 

transferable to a clinical context often goes untested.”(R. Kneebone, 2005) Paradoxically, many 

authors make note of Karl Popper’s contention that the falsifiability of a scientific theory is crucial 

to its acceptance. (Popper, 1989) Contemporary authors in the field of healthcare simulation have 

reached the same conclusion, arguing for stronger theoretical grounding of simulation-based 

education and research. (R. Kneebone, 2005; McGaghie & Harris, 2018; Pusic et al., 2018) 

Inconsistency in this regard across the body of healthcare simulation research has contributed to 

the difficulties in objectively evaluating outcomes attributed to healthcare simulation. (Cheng et 

al., 2016; Cook et al., 2011) This proposed model, unlike others described in the literature, 

considers the whole of the process and clearly identifies process steps, their posited associations 

and temporal relationships. While this current paper initiates the process, the hope is that our model 

will guide further systematic reviews of the literature that clearly identify the level and quality of 

empirical evidence at each stage of the continuum. 

3.5.2  Curricular Integration 

Multiple authors have made the argument that curricular integration of simulation is 

inconsistent and haphazard. (R. Kneebone, 2005; McGovern, Lapum, Clune, & Martin, 2013; 

Stayt, 2012) A key attribute of our proposed model is its functionality: being able to define  phases 
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of the simulation process in relation to each provides both guidance and opportunities for further 

investigation as to what types of simulation interventions should be used at specific stages of a 

defined curriculum. This model is not intended to replace the use of foundational educational 

theories that help in the design and development of particular simulation interventions, but 

recognizes that differing educational theoretical approaches may be required at different times. A 

structured global view of simulation will help with targeting what and when.  

McGovern et al expressed concern about a predominant focus in nursing simulation on 

psychomotor skills and the biomedical model with the use of High Fidelity Simulation. They tried 

to incorporate Carper’s Fundamental Patterns of Knowing into the Jeffries framework of 2007. 

(McGovern et al., 2013) As McGovern points out, it is important to recognize that simulation needs 

to address these ‘other ways of knowing’. Our proposed model allows for the opportunity to reflect 

on where and when these non-psychomotor conditionals can be leveraged. At first glance, this 

model may appear to be designed in the context of a singular simulation educational intervention; 

however, its structure is flexible enough to be expanded. We envision that this will allow for the 

description of both horizontal and vertical integration of simulation exercises and to achieve an 

array of curricular objectives. 

3.5.3  The central role of debriefing and reflection 

It is now widely accepted that debriefing should be a component of all scenario-based 

simulations, simple or complex. (Issenberg et al., 2005; Jeffries, 2005, 2007; McGaghie et al., 
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2010) 11 The proposed model acknowledges the importance of debriefing by identifying it as a key 

mediating component.  

Kneebone and others cite Vygotsky and his description of the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD) as foundational to the concept of expert guided reflection. (R. Kneebone, 

2005; Parker & Myrick, 2012). Kneebone cites Tharp’s (1991) view that the learner first receives 

external help, then works toward a process of internalization. This is not unlike Chi’s concept of  

learning with understanding that results in “example-independent knowledge.” (Chi et al., 1989) 

Earlier we used Structured and Supported Debriefing (SSD) as an example of an approach to the 

guided debriefing process. There are, of course, other viable approaches to conducting a 

debriefing. The merits of each is currently a topic of much discussion. Viewing these approaches 

not as separate from, but as part of a whole simulation continuum - through the lens of a good 

model - may give insight as to the particular situational strengths and weaknesses of each. We have 

identified three distinct phases where reflection can impact the internalization of concepts learned 

in the simulation continuum. These can be either structured (guided and facilitator-led, screen 

based and team-led) or unstructured (self-reflection). The identified unstructured reflections are 

the least described phases of the continuum but hold much promise for targeted description and 

possible intervention. In this sense as well, proposed micro-process theories such as Parker et al.’s 

Empowering Through Fading Support fit nicely into the proposed functional model because of the 

essential implied temporal component. (Parker & Myrick, 2012) In many ways, P2-SR is the time 

point where the concept of fading support lives or dies; the antecedents determine the effectiveness 

of this empowerment. 

                                                 
11 Even the continuous feedback given during psychomotor task training can be considered a form of real-time debriefing. 
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3.5.4  Social and Clinical Contextualization  

Burke, et al have championed leveraging Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) in designing 

simulation interventions. (Burke & Mancuso, 2012) They identify the need for a strong structured 

debriefing process, but there is little said about how SCT continues to work beyond the confines 

of a given simulation intervention. Self-regulation and modeling are mentioned but no evidence is 

given as to how these occur. Likewise, Kneebone cites Lave and Wenger’s view (1991) of learning 

being inseparable from the social practice context and also cites Guile and Young’s 2001 

expansion of this concept in regard to Vygotsky’s ZPD. Given its global view of simulation 

processes, our model can easily incorporate these concepts as foundational for most of the 

described components. 

Many of the theoretical approaches used in nursing education and nursing simulation 

attempt to leverage Benner’s Novice to Expert framework, but there is scant empirical evidence to 

support its utility. While not a simulation article per se, Nicol et al. describe a means of 

operationalizing Benner’s model across the domains of the didactic, simulation (né skills 

laboratory) and clinical settings. (Nicol & Freeth, 1998) Our functional model is robust enough to 

encompass qualitative markers such as this and more highly structured approaches such as Harris’s 

EsPerT. (Harris et al., 2013) More importantly, the model may help to describe the when and the 

where of the application of these types of approaches. 

3.5.5  Explanatory Structure 

In philosophy of science there are a wide range of specific definitions as to what exactly a 

model is. Most sources agree that models, by definition, are intended to be able to explain empirical 
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events or phenomena. (Bailer-Jones, 2002; Rosenberg, 2005) One possible definition proposed by 

Daniela Bailer-Jones is that “A model is an interpretive description of a phenomenon that 

facilitates access to that phenomenon.” (Bailer-Jones, 2002) These phenomena can be objects, 

processes or even sets of definitions, but models are usually only a shorthand for the phenomenon 

in question, providing partial descriptions, focusing on details of interest and often disregarding 

other factors (causal and non-causal) seen as less important. (Bailer-Jones, 2002; Robert W.  

Batterman & Rice, 2014; Rosenberg, 2005) It has often been accepted that models are the 

component parts of or at least support larger theories. However given the widespread use of models 

in actual scientific practice, many times without a clearly defined larger theoretical connection, 

some authors reject “the received opinion that theories prevail over models”. (Bailer-Jones, 2002; 

Rice, 2015) In many ways the proposed model concurs with this approach as we posit that it can 

incorporate other theories (e.g. learning curve theory) into its component parts without the need of 

explaining those particular theories. At the same time this model may lay the groundwork of a 

larger theory of explanation of healthcare simulation processes. 

Any proposed model of healthcare simulation must describe and justify its explanatory 

nature as a measure of its usefulness. How and why a given model may (or may not be) explanatory 

– indeed the nature of scientific explanation itself – continues to be vigorously debated in 

philosophy of science. One approach is to claim that a model has explanatory power because it 

contains components that ‘represent’, ‘mirror’ or ‘map onto’ the process or system that is to be 

modeled, often with strict accuracy or mirroring requirements. Batterman and Rice refer to these 

as common features accounts. (Robert W.  Batterman & Rice, 2014) The claim is that such a model 

“explains just when it has certain relevant features in common with the actual systems and that 

having these features in common is exactly what does the explaining.” (Robert W.  Batterman & 
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Rice, 2014) While this may work in some circumstances, Batterman and Rice believe “that a model 

can meet certain extremely minimal accuracy conditions…and be explanatory. What makes such 

models explanatory has nothing to do with representational accuracy to any degree. Instead the 

models are explanatory in virtue of there being a story about why large classes of features are 

irrelevant to the explanandum phenomenon.” (2014, p. 356)  

These types of models are called minimal models and they can “explain patterns of 

macroscopic behavior across systems that are heterogeneous at smaller scales.” (Robert W.  

Batterman & Rice, 2014) The connection between minimal models and real world systems is that 

they may look nothing like each other at the micro level, but that they share the same universality 

class. “Universality” simply means that many different systems…exhibit the same patterns of 

behavior at much higher scales.” (Robert W.  Batterman & Rice, 2014) Batterman and Rice point 

to Nigel Goldenfeld, speaking from the field of physics, who asserted that “it is only important to 

start with the correct minimal model, i.e. that model which most economically caricatures the 

essential physics”. (Robert W.  Batterman & Rice, 2014; Goldenfeld, 1992)  

This concept that absolute representation is not always advantageous was important in the 

development of our proposed model. A key goal for a healthcare simulation model would be to 

explain over and across differing approaches at the component level of the simulation educational 

process (e.g. different debriefing approaches, the fidelity of the simulation event). For example, a 

model that mapped or mirrored in great detail to any one approach to debriefing may not be 

explanatory for other debriefing styles, yet globally we consider debriefing to be a best practice. 

Our model allows for representation of global processes and patterns, and does not rely on strict 

representational similarity for any of its component parts. There are common components which 

are placed in a recognizable temporal matrix, and while baseline operational definitions have been 
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assigned (mediator, moderator), the intent is to provide a process map for identifying knowledge 

deficits and stimulating further research to refine or revise component attributes.  Rice identifies 

two features of what Batterman terms ‘”universal behavior”: 

1. The details of the system (those that would feature in a complete causal mechanical 

explanation of the system’s behavior) are largely irrelevant for describing the behavior of 

interest. 

2. Many different systems with completely different “micro” details will exhibit the identical 

behavior. (Robert W. Batterman, 2002, p. 73; Rice, 2015) 

For minimal models, while some common features are necessary for the phenomenon to 

occur, this is not the same as claiming that including these common features is what makes the 

model explanatory. (Robert W.  Batterman & Rice, 2014) From Batterman’s perspective, for our 

proposed model to meet the requirements of a minimal model, three questions need to be answered 

(adapted from Batterman and Rice 2014, p361): 

1. Why are the identified common macro-level features of this proposed healthcare simulation 

model (the universality class) necessary for the phenomenon to occur? 

2. Why are the remaining heterogeneous details (left out or not fully described, e.g. particular 

debriefing style level of fidelity) irrelevant for the occurrence of the phenomenon? 

3. Why do very different healthcare simulation educational interventions have these macro-

level features in common?   

In answer to question one, we have identified six common features that lead to an outcome 

resultant from any healthcare simulation educational event. Five of these features (participant 

factors, structure of the simulation, the simulation event itself, P1-SR and P2-SR) are there of 

necessity. The simulation event cannot occur without them, though the particulars of each can be 
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quite variable. The sixth, debriefing does not necessarily have to occur but is considered a best 

practice and at this point in time is likely almost universally a component of the simulation 

educational process in some form. The answer to question two is more complex. The 

heterogeneous details are the particular ways that each of the global features are implemented. 

Two useful examples can be given in relation to the structure of the simulation event itself and the 

structured debriefing. There are many ways to structure the simulation event, based upon the 

intended educational objectives. A good example of the potential for variability of this structure is 

the perceived level of fidelity needed to meet the educational objectives. A simple way to define 

fidelity is: “The degree to which the simulation replicates the real event and/or workplace; this 

includes physical, psychological, and environmental elements.” (Group., 2016)  In the early days 

of healthcare simulation there was an emphasis on replicating the real world to the maximal level 

of detail possible. This was driven in part by the emergence of an entire industry around the 

production of simulators and associated supplies, and it still remains an issue. From ‘high-fidelity’ 

human patient simulators to extensive moulage, the early mantra was the more ’real’ the better. 

More recently this approach has come into question as simply attempting to operationalize fidelity 

as a construct has proven to be difficult. (Schoenherr & Hamstra, 2017; Stokes-Parish, Duvivier, 

& Jolly, 2017) Indeed, attempting to consistently maintain a standardized level of fidelity across 

all simulations may be logistically and financially untenable at best and educationally unsound at 

worst. As one healthcare simulation expert has put it, “If an orange works sufficiently well for 

practicing subcutaneous injections, use an orange!” Similarly with debriefing there are a wide 

variety of approaches (very formally structured to relatively unstructured). To date, no single 

approach has been shown to be empirically superior. (Sawyer et al., 2016) These are just two 

examples of the wide degree of heterogeneity of equipment, curricular structure and educational 
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theoretical approaches that are leveraged at a micro-level across the macro-expanse of the 

simulation education continuum. Finally in answer to question three, the relevant features are the 

ones that must exist for the educational process to occur. Referring back to Figure 1, our simple 

straight-line continuum model, the simulation educational event is both necessary and sufficient; 

the specific form of the event is not (e.g. use of standardized patient versus a human patient 

simulator). While we posit that a functional model of healthcare simulation processes is more 

complex than a straight-line, the same holds true of the other core components. Based on Cook’s 

et al.’s series of reviews, similar positive results have been achieved (at a minimum in terms of 

knowledge gains) regardless of the specific type of simulation approaches. (Cook et al., 2012; 

Cook, Brydges, et al., 2013a, 2013b; Cook, Erwin, et al., 2010; Cook, Hamstra, et al., 2013; Cook 

et al., 2011; Cook, Levinson, et al., 2010) Debriefing style, level of fidelity, type of simulator, 

underlying educational theoretical approach – these are the irrelevant factors. That there is a 

simulation event, that a debriefing occurs, that there are broadly speaking educational theoretical 

approaches that can be leveraged and participant affective factors to be considered - these 

constitute the universality class of this minimal model. 

3.5.6  Summary 

Because the science of simulation, at least in healthcare, is still emerging, work remains to 

be done in regard to construction of theoretical models and constructs of simulation and the 

component parts of these models. In comparison to other models of healthcare simulation in the 

literature, our proposed model identifies components of a simulation educational encounter that 

are amenable to empirical testing. This functional model of simulation in healthcare, is justified 

with calls in the published literature for just such a guiding framework.  
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This work is incomplete; there is an obvious need for  a stringent process of validation be 

carried out. Future research  in regard to this model would include: 1) confirmation of the role of 

the identified components (e.g. do the assigned roles in the model of mediator versus moderator 

hold; are the temporal placements of components valid); 2) clarification of the role of currently 

undefined components such as unguided self-reflection (P1-SR and P2-SR) given that there is little 

data to describe these phenomena. These are likely rich targets for qualitative analysis; 3) further 

exploring the role of Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) as a tool to both guide the simulation 

intervention and measure performance in relation to the model. Answering specific research 

questions that target components of our model will help to define the relationships between those 

components and may help to determine whether any global theoretical statements can be made. At 

the very least, a fuller understanding of the processes involved throughout the continuum of a 

simulation educational experience may allow the refinement of the delivery of these experiences 

(e.g. designed for specific types of learners or designed for specific types of clinical targets like 

psychomotor tasks or group interactions). Finally, a structured historical analysis of the role of 

simulation in healthcare could provide insight into philosophical and ethical issues related to this 

model and may inform our understanding of component parts. 

In regard to utility of the model, we understand that our proposed structure may not be the 

only way to describe or explain healthcare simulation processes.  Rosenberg supplies a fine 

example of the Nobel laureate Richard Feynman proposing an alternative formulation of a 

Newtonian system that focuses on how gravitational forces operate (classically over long distances 

instantaneously, in Feynman’s version in points as close as one would like). (Rosenberg, 2005) 

Both work as explanations of a Newtonian gravitational system, but in some circumstances one 
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model may provide a better description of phenomenon. Likewise, our hope is that this model is a 

starting point for further exploration and discussion. 
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4.0  Pilot Study 

Adherence to and Retention of an HTA Optimal Task Set for  

Standard Induction of General Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA):  

Measuring Transference of Skills Learned in a Simulation-Based Educational  

Intervention for First Term Student Registered Nurse Anesthetists 

4.1 Methods and Development of the Study Protocol 

4.1.1  Introduction 

The use of simulation is widespread in healthcare education, and the potential impact of its 

use large. This is especially true for nursing education as we look to address problems with 

obtaining clinical experiences, develop critical thinking skills and create methods to measure the 

impact of simulation interventions. There is substantial empirical evidence in support of a 

predictive relationship between simulation training interventions and knowledge acquisition. This 

has been extensively demonstrated with the use of a variety of simulation training modalities from 

standardized patients to human patient simulators. (Cook et al., 2011; Crofts et al., 2007; Hoffmann 

et al., 2007; Seibert et al., 2004)  Data to support changes in clinical practice and improved patient 

outcomes are quite limited. Among the first to document improved clinical outcomes was DeVita 

et al. in a retrospective analysis which reported a reduction in code-related mortality after 

implementing highly structured simulation team training for an in-hospital Medical Emergency 
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Team (MET). (DeVita & Minnini, 2004) Since then other authors have pointed to areas such as 

simulation team-training and highly specific task training, which are  generating promising and 

compelling evidence for a positive impact on both educational and patient outcomes. (Barsuk et 

al., 2015; Barsuk, McGaghie, Cohen, O'Leary, et al., 2009; Crofts et al., 2008; Draycott et al., 

2008) One example is the simulation-based mastery learning (SBML) approach to teach central 

venous catheter (CVC) insertion skills. Barsuk et al. in a series of studies regarding the use of 

mastery learning techniques in central venous catheter insertion training have demonstrated 

retention and transference of simulation acquired skills, improved patient outcomes and healthcare 

system cost savings. (Barsuk et al., 2010; Barsuk, McGaghie, Cohen, Balachandran, et al., 2009; 

Cohen et al., 2010) They reported immediate post-intervention internal jugular CVC insertion skill 

retention of 100% with impressive 6- and 12-months post-training skill retention rates (82.4% and 

87.1%, respectively). (Barsuk et al., 2010) What is missing from the literature is an attempt to 

measure the impact of simulation education on retention and transference of knowledge and skill 

for a more complex healthcare process. The overall objective of this research project was to build 

on and begin to expand that body of evidence by assessing the impact of a simulation intervention 

on just such a complex task, an induction of general anesthesia.  

In the scope of this project we utilized a Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) derived 

protocol for the standard induction of general anesthesia (OTS-SIGA) to train new Student 

Registered Nurse Anesthetists (SRNAs), then measured their adherence to the process steps in the 

clinical setting. We also attempted to measure whether repeating the HTA-derived OTS-SIGA 

simulation training would have an impact on knowledge and transference of simulation-developed 

skills to the clinical environment. Specific outcome markers of this study included: knowledge 

retention regarding the process of a standard induction of general anesthesia, ability to complete 
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OTS-SIGA steps in the clinical environment, and measurement of specific outcome markers 

related to that process. The self-reported confidence of SRNAs in their ability to complete the 

OTS-SIGA steps was also measured to assess the impact of this simulation training intervention 

on self-efficacy. Outcomes are reported in the results section. Here we describe the development 

of our OTS-SIGA and its associated data collection tools, processes for rater training and how 

these impacted the design and implementation of the study. 

4.1.2  Background 

As a part of the standard Nurse Anesthesia BSN to MSN curriculum at the University of 

Pittsburgh, all SRNAs receive didactic training and a series of preparatory workshops 

(approximately 60 hours of classroom content and 40 hours of targeted simulation training) prior 

to a Mock Induction of Anesthesia simulation session. Mock Induction simulation educational 

exercises have been conducted in some form at the University of Pittsburgh for more than 15 years 

and have evolved over time. It is a core component of the preparation process for new SRNA entry 

into the clinical setting for the University of Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program. Prior to this 

study, only anecdotal evidence was collected on the impact of this training on the performance of 

SRNAs in their first clinical rotation. At present, the Mock Induction simulation is structured 

around an HTA derived optimal task set for a standard induction of general anesthesia (OTS-

SIGA) (see Appendix A). The process of developing such a task set through HTA methodologies 

has been previously described by O’Donnell and Goode (O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; JM O’ 

Donnell & Goode, 2008) and is also discussed in section 1.3.1. 

The primary objective of this pilot study was to assess the impact over time of the Mock 

Induction simulation for first term SRNAs. Comparisons were made between two groups 
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randomized to group assignment: first term SRNAs who received initial OTS-SIGA training only 

(SIGA-O group) and first term SRNAs who received both the initial OTS-SIGA training plus 

refresher training (SIGA+R group). The specific aims were to: 1) examine whether there were 

differences between these two groups in retention of knowledge about the process of a standard 

induction of general anesthesia during their first clinical rotation; and 2) examine whether there 

were differences in adherence to the process steps of the OTS-SIGA in the clinical setting between 

the SIGA-O and the SIGA+R groups during their first clinical rotation. Outcomes included 

knowledge retention as measured by a 20-item multiple-choice Standard Induction of General 

Anesthesia Knowledge Assessment Instrument (SIGA-KAI), adherence to the optimal task set 

steps in both the simulation and clinical settings, and clinical outcome markers relevant to the 

induction process. 

4.1.3  Experimental Design, Setting and Sampling 

The study utilized a randomized control trial design with repeated measures. Students were 

randomized to two study arms: initial SIGA training only (SIGA-O, n=12) and initial SIGA 

training plus refresher training (SIGA+R, n=12). The setting for the study was the University of 

Pittsburgh School of Nursing, Nurse Anesthesia Program classrooms and labs as well as affiliated 

clinical sites appropriate for first-year student registered nurse anesthetists. 

A convenience sample of SRNAs was recruited from the cohort of incoming students 

beginning the Masters Nurse Anesthesia Program in Fall Term (August) 2016 (total available 

n=36). This 28-month full-time graduate program prepares professional nurses for the role of 

certified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA). The requirements for admission to this program are 

a BSN degree and a minimum of 1 year of full time experience working as a professional nurse in 
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a critical care setting. All graduate students in the Nurse Anesthesia Program participate in a Mock 

Induction workshop as a standard part of the curriculum in the laboratory portion of the Basic 

Principles of Anesthesia course. All students are subsequently supervised in the induction of 

general anesthesia in the clinical setting by both credentialed CRNA and anesthesiologist 

instructors. Potential participants, by virtue of meeting minimum acceptance criteria for the Nurse 

Anesthesia Program, met inclusion criteria; there were no exclusion criteria. A recruitment script 

describing this University of Pittsburgh Human Resource Protection Office-approved study was 

distributed to these students in class and via e-mail and informed consent was obtained.  

An a priori power analysis was conducted for two groups (t-tests for two independent means) 

assuming equal sample sizes. This analysis was performed with G*Power (version 3.1) using an 

estimate of a large effect size of 0.95 (‘large’ defined by Cohen, 1992, as 0.80 of a population 

standard deviation difference between the means), significance level (α) of 0.05 and power (1 – β) 

of 0.80. (Jacob Cohen, 1988; J. Cohen, 1992) The effect size of 0.95 was based on the average of 

effect sizes across six simulation measurement domains as identified in Cook’s 2011 meta-

analysis. (Cook et al., 2011) To achieve this level of predictive power, it was calculated that a total 

of n = 38 participants (19 per group) would be required (see Figure 5). The total available 

participant pool was 36; after recruitment the final number of actual participants in the study was 

24. Given this sample size, the level of power that could be achieved with n = 12 for each arm of 

the study was calculated (see Figure 6).  The analysis indicates a 60% chance of detecting a large 

effect size (set at 0.95 based on the Cook meta-analysis) with significance set at the 0.05 level (two 

tailed).  
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Figure 5. A priori power analysis for two groups (t-tests for two independent means) assuming equal sample 

sizes.  

Note: A large effect size (as defined by Cohen, 1992) of 0.95 was assumed at a significance level of .05 and Power (1 

– β) = 0.8 (based on effect sizes for simulation identified by Cook, 2011). To achieve this level of predictive power, 

it was calculated that a total of n = 38 participants (19 per group) would be required. 
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Figure 6. Power analysis for n = 12 for each arm of the study indicated a 60% chance of detecting a large effect 

size (defined by Cohen, 1992, as .95 of a population standard deviation between the means) with significance 

set at the 0.5 level(two-tailed). 

4.1.4  Study Timeline and Methodology 

A graphic timeline of the protocol and the data collection points is attached (Figure 7). To 

place the specific study data collection points in context, this timeline includes events that were 

part of the normal educational process for this cohort of first term SRNAs in the University of 

Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program. The data collected, and the timing of the data collection are 

reviewed below. 
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Figure 7. Study Timeline 
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4.1.4.1 Standard Preparation and Familiarization with the OTS-SIGA Protocol 

 

In the seven weeks prior to Mock Induction, all SRNAs, regardless of whether they 

eventually participated in the pilot study or not, underwent the same education and training 

processes.  This included approximately 60 hours of didactic content and 40 hours of targeted 

simulation training.  Approximately four weeks prior to the Mock Induction event, all SRNAs 

were introduced to the OTS-SIGA and the expectations of the Mock Induction workshop were 

explained. SRNAs were then assigned to a date for the Mock Induction simulation exercise (7 or 

8 students per session) and were instructed to familiarize themselves with the OTS-SIGA. Each 

student was given background information for an assigned ‘patient’. This included basic history 

and physical information the history of the present illness and the proposed surgical procedure. 

These ‘patients’ were created to represent a variety of common co-morbidities and common 

surgical procedures. Each SRNA was given the assignment of developing an anesthesia care plan 

that included performing an induction of general anesthesia. As a part of the preparation process, 

all SRNAs were assigned to two 2-hour structured practice sessions in the simulation lab. These 

sessions provided students with the opportunity to discuss and practice the steps of the OTS-SIGA. 

Practice sessions were supervised by second year anesthesia graduate student teaching assistants 

who had undergone training to become familiar with the OTS-SIGA and the educational goals of 

the Mock Induction (this process is described in the rater training section).  All practice sessions 

and the Mock Induction simulation training intervention were conducted at the University of 

Pittsburgh School of Nursing Simulation Laboratory. 

During the four-week Mock Induction preparation period recruitment for the pilot study 

was accomplished. Informed consent was obtained by trained research study assistants from those 
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students willing to participate in the research protocol. Regardless of study participation, all 

SRNAs in the potential study population participated in Mock Induction as this is considered to be 

standard training. The principal investigator did not participate in the Mock Induction sessions, 

and the course instructors did not know which SRNAs had agreed to participate in the study. 

4.1.4.2 Baseline Data Collection 

Demographic data were collected via a questionnaire accessed through the password 

protected on-line site. All SRNAs (study participants and non-participants) accessed the course 

through the Winter Institute for Simulation Education and Research (WISER) web portal and were 

directed to the demographic survey. On the day of Mock Induction, all SRNAs were asked to 

complete the 20-item multiple-choice Standard Induction of General Anesthesia-Knowledge 

Assessment Instrument (SIGA-KAI) as a standard part of the simulation education event 

(Appendix B).  This assessment was administered both pre- and post-simulation. The SIGA-KAI 

was also administered at several other points to study participants as described below.  

4.1.4.3 Baseline Mock Induction Event  

The OTS-SIGA simulation training and performance evaluation was conducted at the 

University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing Simulation Laboratory. SRNAs presented their 

prepared anesthetic management plan to a second year anesthesia graduate student teaching 

assistant playing the role of CRNA. Adjustments were made to the management plans verbally as 

appropriate and the SRNA proceeded to implement their induction plan. A faculty member served 

as the anesthesiologist for the induction. Other SRNAs present were given assigned observational 

tasks to discuss in the later debriefing. The goal was for each SRNA to complete all of the steps 

of the OTS-SIGA, either independently or after prompting from the scenario CRNA or 
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anesthesiologist. The scoring tool used to assess subject performance was based on the HTA-

derived induction process (see Figure 1 and Appendix A). Scoring was done by a trained rater 

observer in communication with the faculty member directing the Mock Induction from the control 

room.   The live scoring was used in a formative manner during the debriefing portion of the 

simulation event, but all training sessions were also recorded using digital video, as is the usual 

educational practice for Mock Induction.  Post-hoc video review and scoring by trained raters were 

accomplished for all study participants’ sessions.  

After the completion of the Mock Induction sessions, the study participants were 

randomized to either the SIGA-O or SIGA+R groups. Computer generated randomization was 

performed by the WISER information technology and data management staff. 

4.1.4.4 Clinical Observation Period  

All SRNAs began their first clinical rotation within two weeks after the Mock Induction 

exercise. SRNAs were assigned to clinical sites that have existing clinical affiliation agreements 

with the University of Pittsburgh School of Nursing. This initial clinical rotation lasted for 17 

weeks. SRNAs were in the clinical setting two days a week for the first five weeks and then for 

three days a week thereafter. Various measures were used throughout this first clinical rotation 

including:  

i. The 20-item multiple choice Standard Induction of General Anesthesia-Knowledge 

Assessment Instrument (SIGA-KAI) was administered at three time points: clinical 

weeks one, nine and seventeen.  

ii. Live observations in the clinical setting measured adherence to the OTS-SIGA 

process steps. These observations were scheduled to be made at the beginning of 

the clinical rotation (weeks one through three), the middle of the clinical rotation 
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(week nine), and the end of the clinical rotation (weeks sixteen and seventeen). The 

OTS-SIGA Scoring Application (see Figure 1) was used for data collection by 

trained observational raters. There was an extended time range for the initial 

observation period as the types of clinical experiences first term SRNAs have in 

the initial weeks of their first clinical rotation vary and will include orientation 

day(s) where limited or no patient care is performed. 

iii. To supplement live observations, a clinical assessment tool was used by the 

precepting CRNA and/or anesthesiologist to evaluate SRNA competence in 

completing the OTS-SIGA steps. This Standard Induction of General Anesthesia 

Clinical Assessment Application tool included five dichotomously scored questions 

(Yes or No) regarding five key steps of the induction process and a 10-point 

anchored global rating scale of the overall performance of the SRNA during 

induction and intubation (Figure 8). SRNAs participating in the pilot study were 

asked to identify themselves as such to their daily clinical preceptors. Clinical 

preceptors were asked to complete an assessment for every induction of general 

anesthesia that they performed with a study SRNA. They were also asked to record 

a standardized 7-point airway assessment on these patients.  

iv. A self-reported confidence scale of the SRNA’s ability to complete the OTS-SIGA. 

This was measured by a 10-point anchored rating scale completed for each 

induction of general anesthesia event the study SRNAs participated in during the 

clinical rotation. SRNAs were also asked to record a standardized 7-point airway 

assessment on their patients. These data were also recorded via the Standard 

Induction of General Anesthesia Clinical Assessment Application tool (Figure 9). 
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v. SRNA self-reports of the incidence of oral soft tissue or dental injuries was 

extracted from the Nurse Anesthesia Program’s clinical event tracking system. 

 

 

Figure 8. SIGA Clinical Assessment Application Tool (SIGA-CAA) Preceptor Portal View. 
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Figure 9. SIGA Clinical Assessment Application Tool (SIGA-CAA) SRNA Portal View. 

4.1.4.5 Refresher Simulation Event 

During the ninth week of clinical training, the SIGA+R group returned to the simulation 

lab for a refresher Mock Induction session and evaluation. These sessions were conducted in the 

same manner as the initial Mock Induction, the difference being that study participants went 

through the refresher session alone (initial standard Mock Inductions are done with other class 

members present to take advantage of potential peripheral learning). The principal investigator 

was again not present for these sessions. The OTS-SIGA Scoring Application was used to assess 
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participant performance in the same manner as with the baseline Mock Induction training. Post-

hoc scoring of the digital video of the refresher simulations was also performed to ensure scoring 

accuracy. The SIGA-O group did not receive this additional training. 

4.1.5  Measures 

4.1.5.1 Demographic data 

Data collected included age, gender, handedness, educational background, prior simulation 

experience, years of professional experience as a critical care nurse and total years of professional 

experience in any kind of nursing. The demographic survey took less than 15 minutes to complete. 

4.1.5.2 Knowledge assessment 

The 20-item Standard Induction of General Anesthesia Knowledge Assessment Instrument 

(SIGA-KAI) was developed from the didactic content presented to SRNAs regarding basic airway 

management and induction of general anesthesia. This content is a part of the University of 

Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program curriculum and referenced to best evidence in the literature. 

Questions were drawn from a pool of items developed by the research team. Each administration 

of the SIGA-KAI included two questions directly related to each of the 10 major process steps of 

the OTS-SIGA. Questions were repeated randomly throughout the course of the study.  The SIGA-

KAI was administered at five time points: immediately pre-and immediately post- the Initial Mock 

Induction, then during the first, ninth and seventeenth weeks of each participant’s subsequent 

clinical rotation. The Refresher simulation event also occurred during the ninth week. Scores were 

expressed as the percentage correct. Study participants accessed the SIGA-KAI through the 
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password-protected on-line course for Mock Induction (NURSAN-2700). The SIGA-KAI took 

approximately 19 minutes to complete. 

4.1.5.3 Adherence to the OTS-SIGA Process steps 

Adherence was measured in two ways. First, direct observation by trained raters using a 

scoring tool developed from the HTA-derived induction process map (OTS-SIGA). The scoring 

tool was deployed as a web-based application (developed by WISER information technology staff) 

that was able to be accessed from any tablet or smartphone platform (Figure 1). This is the same 

observational tool that was used for assessment during the Mock Induction simulation training 

educational exercise. Each step of the induction process was scored in real-time.  Possible scores 

for each step included ‘completed’, ‘completed after prompting’, or ‘not available’. In Hierarchical 

Task Analysis nomenclature, the Overall task – here induction of general anesthesia – is considered 

the superordinate goal. The major steps of the superordinate goal are termed subgoals which 

themselves are then broken down into operational steps. The ten primary subgoals of the OTS-

SIGA were composed of these types of operational steps. The primary mode of scoring was to 

determine if the primary subgoals were achieved. If a single operational step of a subgoal was not 

completed independently by the SRNA that subgoal was considered not successfully completed. 

These scoring definitions and guidelines were used for both live clinical scoring and post-hoc 

digital video scoring of simulation events. Historically during the Mock Induction sessions, the 

standard of training is to have each participant complete every step, regardless of how much 

prompting is required. The ‘not available’ scoring option was intended to standardize the use of 

this tool between the simulation lab and the later clinical setting where it was possible that the 

clinical preceptors would not allow the SRNA to do a process step or may have completed it 

themselves for purposes of clinical safety and efficiency. A comments field allowed raters to enter 
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information regarding the submitted scoring (e.g., explanations of why a specific score was 

entered). After collection, observational data were submitted and stored in a secure database 

managed by WISER information technology personnel. These observations did not require any 

additional time commitment from the study participants, as clinical training is a part of the standard 

educational process for nurse anesthesia students. The principal investigator as well as 

observational raters trained in the use of the OTS-SIGA scoring tool performed the data collection. 

The raters (including the PI) were blinded to the randomization assignment of each study 

participant.  

Logistically, it was impossible for trained observers to be present at every induction of 

general anesthesia in which study SRNAs participated. The second way adherence was measured 

took advantage of the fact that a CRNA is always assigned with an SRNA in the clinical setting, 

allowing capture of data from induction events when trained observers were not present. Clinical 

preceptors were asked to assess the SRNA study participant’s performance during a standard 

induction of general anesthesia by answering five questions based on five key steps of the OTS-

SIGA induction process. Preceptors did not have the option to score a step as prompted but they 

did have the option to score a subgoal step as NA. Additionally, the preceptor was asked to use a 

10-point anchored global rating scale to rate the overall performance of the SRNA during induction 

and intubation. Preceptor scoring was accomplished via the SIGA Clinical Assessment 

Application tool (Figure 8). This secure cloud-based tool and its associated database were also 

developed and administered by WISER information technology staff. Links to the application tool 

were available to CRNA preceptors on an internally accessed anesthesia department website or 

from any smartphone platform. Familiarization with the tool was accomplished by email 

distribution of an explanatory PowerPoint presentation to all CRNAs at the clinical sites to which 
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study SRNAs were assigned. The principal investigator also visited each participating clinical site 

to provide in-person training and explanation of the tool. A resource person for each site, generally 

the site Chief CRNA or CRNA Educator, received a more in-depth orientation. In addition, contact 

information for the principal investigator was made available for questions or to report technical 

difficulties with the on-line application. CRNA preceptors were incentivized with complimentary 

Starbucks gift cards (total amount determined by how many evaluations were completed by each 

preceptor by the end of the study period). 

4.1.5.4 Self-report of confidence in the ability to complete the OTS-SIGA 

The SRNA study participant was asked to provide a self-rating of their confidence in 

performing the steps of the OTS-SIGA using a 10-point anchored rating scale that was also 

accessed via the SIGA-CAA tool (Figure 13). They were asked to do this for each induction event 

for which they participated. All of the clinical observation data were recorded without using any 

patient identifiers. The completion of the SIGA Clinical Assessment Application tool information 

was estimated to take no more than 5 minutes per case. 

4.1.5.5 Agreement of SRNA airway assessment with expert airway assessment 

As a standard part of a patient pre-operative evaluation, anesthesia providers routinely 

perform an airway assessment. Ideally seven anatomic factors are assessed: oral opening and 

dentition, Mallampati score, mandibular length, thyromental distance, cervical range of motion, 

ability to palpate the cricothyroid membrane and anterior mandibular displacement.  SRNAs are 

also required to perform an interview and assessment of each patient as a part of their training. We 

asked both the clinical preceptor and the SRNA study participants to record their airway 

assessment findings (without recording patient identifiers) for each general anesthesia case that 
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they were involved in together. These assessments were also done via the SIGA-CAA. The clinical 

preceptor and the SRNA accessed separate portions of the application independently for each 

clinical encounter so that the student could not see the preceptor’s airway assessment data. The 

SRNA airway assessments were later matched in the database with those of the CRNA so that 

comparisons could be made. 

4.1.5.6 Self-report and clinical preceptor report of the ability to secure the airway (successful 

placement of an endotracheal tube or a supraglottic airway device) 

While we did not anticipate 100 percent compliance with entering induction events into the 

SIGA-CAA, all University of Pittsburgh SRNAs are required to log intubation attempts and other 

clinical experience data in the password-protected, HIPPA compliant, secure, on-line Typhon case 

entry system. These data are entered in a de-identified manner (e.g., total number of tracheal 

intubation attempts, number of successful intubation attempts) so that no connection with 

particular patients can be made. These data allowed for comparisons of success rates reported by 

the CRNA preceptors and the self-reported success rates of the SRNA study participants. 

4.1.5.7 Self-report of the incidence of oral soft tissue or dental injuries 

All University of Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program students are required to report any 

adverse clinical event to the program via a Clinical Event tool. The Nurse Anesthesia Program 

Director reviews all of these submissions. Adverse events directly related to study participant 

performance of SIGA (e.g., oral soft tissue or dental injury during laryngoscopy and intubation, 

corneal abrasion during mask ventilation) were collated by the Program Director and provided to 

the PI without identifiers. Comparisons were made between the SIGA-O groups and the SIGA+R 

groups as well as to historical rates of similar injuries. 
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4.1.6  Observational Rater Training 

Observational raters included graduate student research assistants, practicing CRNAs and 

research study faculty. All raters underwent training that included familiarization with the OTS-

SIGA and use of the OTS-SIGA Scoring Application. The training process included: 

i. Review of the operational definitions of each process step of the OTS-SIGA 

(Appendix C) 

ii. Real-time scoring of three previously recorded ‘exemplar’ Mock Induction 

simulation events (permission to use these videos was obtained from the 

participants in the videos).  

iii. Comparison of rater video scores with expert-level scoring was done to assure 

accuracy. The principal investigator reviewed these for differences between the 

rater training scores and the idealized scores and provided written feedback to raters 

in training.  

iv. A final exemplar (test) video was viewed and scored by the raters in training. A 

threshold score of 90% or above agreement with the idealized score was required 

for each rater prior to collecting live data in the clinical setting or reviewing study 

digital videos. If this was not achieved additional training and a second testing were 

done. 

Idealized (expert) rater scores were generated for all of the rater training videos. As 

described earlier, possible scores for each step of the OTS-SIGA included: completed (Y), not 

completed (N), completed after prompting (P) and either not applicable to the case or not available 

to the SRNA (NA). Inter-rater reliability was determined by comparing the scores for the final 
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exemplar training video for each observational rater with those of the idealized score generated by 

the principal investigator.  

4.1.7  Statistical Analysis Methods 

Idealized (expert) rater scores were generated for all of the rater training videos. As 

described earlier, possible scores for each step of the OTS-SIGA included: completed (Y), not 

completed (N), completed after prompting (P) and either not applicable to the case or not available 

to the SRNA (NA). Inter-rater reliability was determined by comparing the scores for the final 

exemplar training video for each observational rater with those of the idealized score generated by 

the principal investigator. Thirteen observational raters completed the training. Each scored step 

of the OTS-SIGA was matched with that of the idealized score. Cohen’s kappa (  was used to 

calculate agreement for each process step between the idealized score and each of the raters. Two 

agreement comparisons were made, first for the overall score of ten major subgoals as described 

above, and then for all fifty operational tasks that made up those subgoals. 

Means and standard deviations were calculated for all demographic data (age, gender, 

handedness, educational background, prior simulation experience, years of professional 

experience as a critical care nurse and total years of professional experience in any kind of 

nursing). Independent samples t-tests were run between the SIGA+R and SIGA-O groups for age, 

ICU experience and total nursing experience. The SIGA-KAI results were analyzed using two-

way mixed ANOVA. 

As discussed earlier, live observations were made by trained raters throughout the duration 

of the SRNAs first clinical rotation. Data were combined and examined in time blocks of four 

week intervals (Time Block 1 = weeks 1-4, Time Block 2 = weeks 5-8, Time Block 3 = weeks 10-
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13 and Time Block 4 = weeks 14-17). Difficulties with training and deploying raters (as discussed 

earlier in the methods section) prevented the collection of any useful data during weeks five 

through eight so no data from Time Block 3 were included in the analysis.  The data were 

aggregated by Time Block as total proportions of primary subgoal steps scored as yes, no, 

prompted or NA.  Because classical repeated measures analysis methods (RM-ANOVA and RM-

MANOVA) omits participants with incomplete data across the repeated measurements, a linear 

mixed model approach was undertaken, and the results were analyzed.  Several models were tested 

for each set of response data with the final model being selected based on either Akaike’s 

Information Criterion (AIC) score or Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion (BIC) score (whichever was 

the lowest). 

For the previously described preceptor ratings of the SRNA’s performance on five key 

steps derived from the OTS-SIGA HTA analysis, and for the preceptor overall rating, we asked 

that these assessments be submitted throughout the duration of the SRNAs first clinical rotation 

(17 weeks) for each induction of general anesthesia that the preceptor performed with an SRNA 

in the study cohort. Data were aggregated and examined in the four time blocks described above 

as total proportions of primary subgoal steps scored as Yes, No or NA.  As previously described, 

linear mixed modeling was again used for the analysis. 

4.1.8  Summary 

We have described here the methods and measures used for a pilot study utilizing a 

Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) derived protocol for the standard induction of general 

anesthesia (OTS-SIGA) to train new SRNAs, then measure their adherence to these process steps 

in the clinical setting. We also attempted to measure whether repeating the HTA-derived OTS-
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SIGA simulation training would have an impact on knowledge and transference of simulation-

developed skills to the clinical environment. As a part of this process we developed powerful and 

flexible web-based applications for measuring performance in both the simulation and clinical 

settings. We also created a rigorous process for training observational raters to use those tools in 

combination with the OTS-SIGA. 

4.2 Results of the Pilot Study 

4.2.1  Inter-rater Reliability 

Thirteen observational raters completed the training. Each scored step of the OTS-SIGA 

was matched with that of the idealized score. Cohen’s kappa () was used to calculate agreement 

for each process step between the idealized score and each of the raters. Two agreement 

comparisons were made, first for the overall score of ten major subgoals as described above, and 

then for all fifty operational tasks that made up those subgoals. The results of these two analyses 

are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 below. Agreement for the ten subgoals ranged from  = .189 to 

1.000, with strength of agreement ranging from slight to perfect. Agreement for the fifty individual 

operational tasks ranged from  = .486 to .768, with strength of agreement ranging from moderate 

to substantial.  
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Table 1 Cohen’s kappa for each rater, comparing their ten subgoal operational task scores for a post-training 

test video with those of a benchmark score. Strength of agreement assessment from Landis and Koch (1977).  

 

 

Rater Cohen’s  
Strength of 

Agreement 

Std 

Error 

CI  

lower 

95% 

CI  

upper 

95% 

Approximate 

Sig. 

1 .620 Substantial .169 .289 .951 <.005 

2 .610 Substantial .179 .259 .961 <.005 

3 .315 Fair .172 -.022 .652 .029 

4 .605 Moderate .178 .256 .954 <.005 

5 .737 Substantial .164 .416 1.059 <.005 

6 .189 Slight .157 -.121 .499 .233 

7 .467 Moderate .169 .136 .798 .003 

8 .595 Moderate .183 .236 .954 <.005 

9 .600 Moderate .178 .251 .949 <.005 

10 .872 Almost perfect .119 .639 1.105 <.005 

11 1.000 Almost perfect .000 - - <.005 

12 .737 Substantial .157 .429 1.045 <.005 

13 .737 Substantial .164 .416 1.058 <.005 

Mean .622 Substantial  
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Table 2 Cohen’s kappa for each rater, comparing their fifty subgoal scores for a post-training test video with 

those of a benchmark score. Strength of agreement assessment from Landis and Koch (1977). 

 

4.2.2  Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 

 The demographic data for the cohort as a whole and for the SIGA-O and SIGA+R 

groups are summarized in Table 3. The mean age of all participants (expressed as mean ± standard 

deviation) was 27.25 ± 3.23 years. The mean number of years of intensive care unit experience 

was 2.56 ± 1.22 and the mean total years of experience was 3.21 ± 4.11. These findings are similar 

to recent Nurse Anesthesia Program Admissions data for age (mean 26.52 ± 3.68), ICU experience 

(2.74 ± 1.27) and total nursing experience (3.44 ± 1.82). Of the total participant cohort, 62.5% 

were female and 37.5% male. Recent Nurse Anesthesia Program Admissions data show that on 

average each admissions class is 33.5% male. Two participants appeared as outliers in terms of 

age, contributing to positive skewness of the total cohort. These two participants were randomized 

Rater Cohen’s  
Strength of 

Agreement 
Std Error 

CI 

lower 

95% 

CI 

upper 

95% 

Approximate 

Sig. 

1 .668 Substantial .104 .464 .872 <.005 

2 .693 Substantial .098 .501 .885 <.005 

3 .560 Moderate .116 .333 .787 <.005 

4 .589 Moderate .111 .371 .807 <.005 

5 .768 Substantial .090 .592 .944 <.005 

6 .486 Moderate .112 .266 .706 <.005 

7 .514 Moderate .112 .294 .734 <.005 

8 .499 Moderate .111 .717 .281 <.005 

9 .571 Moderate .111 .353 .789 <.005 

10 .728 Substantial .096 .540 .916 <.005 

11 .702 Substantial .099 .508 .896 <.005 

12 .666 Substantial .099 .472 .860 <.005 

13 .725 Substantial .097 .535 .915 <.005 

Mean .627 Substantial  
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to the SIGA+R group. ICU experience was not normally distributed as assessed by Shapiro Wilk’s 

test (p = .033). Independent samples t-tests were run between the SIGA+R and SIGA-O groups 

for age, ICU experience and total nursing experience. The assumption of homogeneity of variances 

was violated, as assessed by Levene's test for equality of variances, for age (p = .027). There was 

a statistically significant difference in mean age between the SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups, with 

the SIGA+R group being older, 3.50 ± 3.90 years [mean difference ± standard deviation], t(12.844) 

= -3.112, p = .027. There were no statistically significant differences between the two groups in 

terms of years of ICU nursing experience and total nursing experience.  
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Table 3 Demographic Characteristics for the total sample and by group. 

4.2.3  Standard Induction of General Anesthesia-Knowledge Assessment Instrument 

  There were outliers in the collected data as assessed by boxplots, but with 

one exception these could be attributed to a very truncated (high) range of scores on the assessment 

(not real outliers). These scores were not removed from the analysis. The SIGA-KAI scores were 

not normally distributed as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality for the SIGA-O group at 

Post-Simulation (p =.011) and Clinical Week-9 (p = .029) and for the SIGA+R group at Pre-

Simulation (p = .019 and Post-Simulation (p = .002). This was probably attributable to outliers in 

each of these circumstances. The decision was made to proceed with two-way mixed ANOVA 

without removing the outliers as these were no errors in data entry for these points. Additionally, 

ANOVA is fairly robust as to deviations from normality. Homogeneity of variances (p > .05) and 

the equivalence of covariance matrices between groups (p = .977), as assessed by Levene's test 

 
       Skewness Kurtosis 

 
N Range Min Max Mean 

Std. 

Deviation Variance Statistic 

Std. 

Error Statistic 

Std. 

Error 

 Total Cohort 

Age (years) 24 13.00 24 37 27.25 3.234 10.457 1.766 .472 3.346 .918 

ICU Experience 

(years) 
24 4.92 1.08 6.00 2.563 1.221 1.491 1.238 .472 1.364 .918 

Total Experience 

(years) 
24 5.42 1.25 6.67 3.213 1.329 1.767 .914 .472 1.015 .918 

 SIGA-O Group 

Age (years) 12 3.00 24 27 25.50 1.087 1.182 -.255 .637 -1.128 1.232 

ICU Experience 

(years) 
12 3.00 1.25 4.25 2.293 1.001 1.002 1.128 .637 .295 1.232 

Total Experience 

(years) 
12 3.00 1.25 4.25 2.753 1.060 1.124 .071 .637 -1.316 1.232 

 SIGA+R Group 

Age (years) 12 13.00 24 37 29.00 3.742 14.000 1.087 .637 1.040 1.232 

ICU Experience 

(years) 
12 4.92 1.08 6.00 2.833 1.398 1.955 1.143 .637 1.208 1.232 

Total Experience 

(years) 
12 4.59 2.08 6.67 3.673 1.452 2.109 1.052 .637 .400 1.232 
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and by Box's M test, respectively, were confirmed. Mauchly's test confirmed the assumption of 

sphericity, χ2(9) = 14.201, p = .116. There was not a statistically significant interaction between 

the refresher simulation and time on SIGA-KAI scores, F(4, 88) = .831, p = .509, partial η2 = .036. 

The main effect of time showed a statistically significant difference in mean SIGA-KAI scores at 

the different time points, F(4, 88) = 19.607, p < .001, partial η2 = .471. There was not a statistically 

significant difference in mean SIGA-KAI scores between the SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups, F(1, 

22) = .004, p = .953, partial η2 = <.001. The statistically significant main effect of time changes 

(all p < .001) occurred between Pre-Simulation scores (mean = 92.29 ± 6.08) and Clinical Week-

2 (mean = 80.63 ± 6.81), and Pre-Simulation scores and Week-17, the end of the clinical rotation 

(mean = 84.58 ± 5.50). The same pattern held for the Post-Simulation (mean = 93.54 ±4.03) scores 

and Clinical Weeks 2 and 17 (Figure 10). The means for both groups and the total study cohort at 

each measurement point are summarized in Table 4. 

 

Figure 10 SIGA-KAI Scores Over Time 
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Table 4 SIGA-KAI Score Means and Standard Deviations 

Mean SIGA-KAI Scores Over Time 

 Group Mean Std. Deviation n 

Pre-Simulation 

SIGA-O 93.33 4.44 12 

SIGA+R 91.25 7.42 12 

Total 92.29 6.076 24 

Post-Simulation 

SIGA-O 93.75 3.77 12 

SIGA+R 93.33 4.44 12 

Total 93.54 4.03 24 

Clinical Week 2 

SIGA-O 80.00 7.39 12 

SIGA+R 81.25 6.44 12 

Total 80.62 6.81 24 

Clinical Week 9 

SIGA-O 90.42 10.10 12 

SIGA+R 88.75 6.44 12 

Total 89.58 8.33 24 

Clinical Week-19 

SIGA-O 82.92 4.98 12 

SIGA+R 86.25 5.69 12 

Total 84.58 5.50 24 

4.2.4  OTS-SIGA Live Observations 

The results of the linear mixed modeling analysis for the OTS-SIGA live observations are 

summarized in Table 5. Tests of Fixed Effects indicated that there were no significant group main 

effects or group-by-time interactions, suggesting that the refresher Mock Induction did not 

demonstrate any significant effect. For the SIGA+R group, there were two participants whose ages 

were identified in data screening as potential outliers. Analyses were rerun accounting for age as 

a covariate; this did not significantly impact the results. Additional analyses were run using clinical 

site and both clinical site and age as covariates, again with no significant impact on the results. 

When examining the total cohort, there was a significant effect of time. Estimated mean 

proportions from the model for each possible score at each time block demonstrate this and are 

summarized with model test statistics in Table 6. These trends are graphically represented in 
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Figure 11. Statistically significant increases in the proportion of subgoals scored as ‘yes’ were 

demonstrated between Time Blocks 1 and 3 and Time Blocks 1 and 4. The proportion of subgoal 

steps prompted and the proportion scored as ‘not available’ to the SRNA decreased for those same 

time intervals. Examined separately, the SIGA-O group and the SIGA+R group both demonstrated 

similar trends over time, but there were not significant differences between the two groups for any 

Time Block for any of the possible subgoal scores. 
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Table 5 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for OTS-SIGA Live Scoring: Proportion of Subgoal Steps Scored 

Yes, No, Prompted or Not Available 

 

Note: Significance indicated for Group effects (differences between SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups); Time effects 

(differences between time periods (1, 2, 3 or 4) for the entire study group); and Group x Time Effects (for the time 

block indicated: 1, 2, 3 or 4). CS = compound symmetric; Autoregressive; AR1 = TP = Toeplitz; AIC = Akaike’s 

Information Criterion; BIC = Schwarz’s Bayesian Criterion 

Step Score 

Proportion 

TB-1 

(weeks 1-4) 

Mean (SE) 

TB-3 

(weeks 1-13) 

Mean (SE) 

TB-4 

(weeks 14-17) 

Mean (SE) 

Test Statistics 

Proportion ‘Yes’ 
0.073 

(0.023) 
0.208 (0.033) 0.156 (0.018) 

F(group) = 0.738, p =  .414 

F(time) = 6.349, p = .006 

F(GxT) = 0.961, p =  .436 

Proportion ‘No’ 
0.177 

(0.036) 
0.223 (0.061) 0.294 (0.028) 

F(group) = 0.013, p = .910 

F(time) = 3.120, p = .060 

F(GxT) = 0.286, p = .754 

Proportion 

‘Prompt’ 

0.133 

(0.022) 

-0.021 

(0.032) 
0.021 (0.017) 

F(group) = 0.510, p = .481 

F(time) = 10.234, p = .002 

F(GxT) = 2.741, p = .122 

Proportion ‘NA’ 
0.633 

(0.045) 
0.516 (0.071) 0.531 (0.036) 

F(group) = 0.290, p = .603 

F(time) = 1.849, p = .177 

F(GxT) = 0.480, p = .624 
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Table 6 OTS-SIGA Live Scoring Effect of Time: Proportion of all Subgoal Scores by Time Block for the 

Entire Cohort 

 

Note: ‘Yes’ =  step completed independently by the SRNA; ‘No’ = step not completed by the SRNA; ‘Prompt’ = 

SRNA required prompting to compete the step; ‘NA’ = Step completed by clinical preceptor or not applicable to 

clinical situation. 

 Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 

 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes -51.612 -48.877 -52.399 -49.665 -51.127 -47.025 

group effects none 

1 vs 4 

none 

none 

1vs 3, 1vs 4 

none 

none 

TBs 1-3, 1-4 

none 
time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No -25.933 -23.199 -25.398 -22.664 -24.003 -19.901 

group effects none 

1 vs 4 

none 

none 

1 vs 4 

none 

none 

TBs 1-4 

none 
time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion Prompted -54.724 -51.990 -55.426 -52.692 -55.063 -50.961 

group effects none 

1vs 3, 1vs 4 

none 

none 

1vs 3, 1vs 4 

none 

none 

TBs 1-3, 1-4, 3-4 

TB 3 
time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -12.445 -9.710 -12.786 -10.052 -11.534 -7.433 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

1 vs 4 

none 

none 

none 

none 
time effects 

group*time effects 
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Figure 11 OTS-SIGA Live Scoring Change in Proportion of all Subgoal Scores by Time Block for the entire 

cohort (mean ± SE) 

4.2.5  SIGA-CAA Preceptor Scoring 

As previously described, clinical preceptors who worked with SRNAs in the study cohort 

were requested to fill out the preceptor portion of the SIGA Clinical Assessment Application. This 

was composed of five of the ten primary subgoals taken from the OTS-SIGA: Step 1, Equipment 

Verification; Step 3, Apply Monitors; Step 5, Induction Steps; Step 6, Mask Ventilation; and Step-

7, Laryngoscopy and Intubation.  

Tests of Fixed Effects for ‘group’ indicated significance for Question 5 ‘laryngoscopy and 

intubation’. Tests of Fixed Effects for ‘time’ indicated significance for Question 2 ‘apply 

monitors’, Question 3 ‘induction steps’, Question 4 ‘mask ventilation’ and Question 5 

‘laryngoscopy and intubation’. The refresher Mock Induction did demonstrate significant Fixed 
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Effects (Group x Time) for ‘apply monitors’, ‘mask ventilation’ and ‘laryngoscopy & intubation’. 

Estimated mean proportions from the model for each possible score at each time block are 

summarized with model test statistics in Tables 7 through 11. These trends are graphically 

represented in Figures 14 through 18.  

For the total cohort, effects of time were noted at several points. Question 2 (apply 

monitors) had statistically significant increases in the proportion of ‘yes’ ratings between Time 

Blocks 1 and 3 and Time Blocks 1 and 4 (Figure 15). The ‘no’ responses demonstrated statistically 

significant decreases for these same Time Blocks. For Question 3 (induction steps) there were 

significant increases in the proportion of ‘yes’ ratings between Time Blocks 1 and 4 (Figure 16). 

For Question 4 (mask ventilation) significant increases in the proportion of ‘yes’ ratings between 

Time Blocks 1 and 4 were noted along with significant decreases in no responses for the same time 

frame. (Figure 17). NA responses increased between Time Blocks 1 and 2. For Question 5 

(laryngoscopy and intubation) there was a significant increase in ‘yes’ ratings at Time Block 4 

while ‘no’ ratings decreased in a similar manner (Figure 18).12 

                                                 
12 For Tables 7 through 11: Significance indicated for Group effects (differences between SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups); Time 

effects (differences between time periods (1, 2, 3 or 4) for the entire study group); and Group x Time Effects (for the time block 

indicated). CS = compound symmetric; Autoregressive = AR1; TP = Toeplitz; AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion; BIC = 

Schwarz’s Bayesian Criteria. 
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Table 7 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Scoring of Equipment Verification: Proportion of 

Subgoal Steps Scored Yes, No or Not Available  

 

 

 

 

Table 8 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Scoring of Apply Monitors: Proportion of Subgoal 

Steps Scored Yes, No or Not Available 

 

 

 Preceptor Question-1 (Equipment Verification)  

Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 

 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes -6.503 -2.803 -6.474 -2.774 -2.789 4.611 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

(p = .002) 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No -9.609 -5.909 -9.319 -5.619 -7.295 0.106 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -136.896 -133.196 -136.896 -133.196 -132.896 -125.496 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

 Preceptor Question-2 (Apply Monitors)  

Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 

 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes -10.331 -6.631 -11.775 -8.075 -8.522 -1.121 

group effects 
none 

1-3 (p = .042) 1-4 (p = .022) 

1 (p = .021) 

none 

1-3 (p = .019) 1-4 (p = 

.022) 

1 (p = .023) 

none 

1-3 (p = .016) 1-4 (p = 

.021) 

1 (p = .028) 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No -15.970 -12.270 -18.208 -14.507 -15.578 -8.177 

group effects none 

1-3 (p = .050)  

1-4 (p = .026) 

1 (p = .006) 

none 

1-3 (p = .018)  

1-4 (p = .029) 

1 (p = .007) 

none 

1-3 (p = .015)  

1-4 (p = .026) 

1 (p = .009) 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -164.522 -160.822 -164.522 -160.822 -160.522 -153.122 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 
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Table 9 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Scoring of Induction Steps: Proportion of Subgoal 

Steps Scored Yes, No or Not Available 

 

 

Table 10 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Scoring of Mask Ventilation: Proportion of Subgoal 

Steps Scored Yes, No or Not Available 

 

 

 

 

 Preceptor Question-3 (Induction Steps)  

Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 
 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes 38.841 42.541 38.817 42.517 42.797 50.198 

group effects none 

1-4 (p = .032) 

none 

none 

1-4 (p = .026) 

none 

none 

1-4 (p = .033) 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No 34.829 38.529 34.793 38.493 38.662 46.062 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -85.947 -82.247 -90.764 -87.064 -101.311 -93.911 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

 Preceptor Question-4 (Mask Ventilation)  

Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 
 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes 47.514 51.215 44.794 48.494 45.384 52.785 

group effects none 

1-4  (p = .012) 

none 

none 

1-4  (p = .010) 

none 

none 

1-4  (p = .030) 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No 46.373 50.073 44.886 48.586 47.256 54.656 

group effects none 

1-4  (p = .013) 

none 

none 

1-4  (p = .010) 

none 

none 

1-4  (p = .023) 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -151.321 -147.621 -151.321 -147.621 -147.321 -139.921 

group effects none 

1-2  (p = .043) 

2 (p = .013) 

none 

1-2  (p = .043) 

2 (p = .013) 

none 

1-2  (p = .043) 

2 (p = .013) 

time effects 

group*time effects 
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Table 11 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Scoring of Laryngoscopy & Intubation: Proportion of 

Subgoal Steps Scored Yes, No or Not Available 

 

 

 

       

Figure 12 Change in Preceptor Scores Over Time: ‘Equipment Verification’ for the Total Study Group 

(mean ± SE) 

 Preceptor Question-5 (Laryngoscopy & Intubation)  

Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 
 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Proportion Yes 50.248 53.948 50.474 54.175 53.777 61.178 

group effects (p = .026) 

1-4  (p = .011) 2-4 ( p = .005) 

3-4 ( p = .025)   

2 (p = .004) 

(p = .017) 

1-4  (p = .016) 2-4 ( p = .007)  

3-4 ( p = .031) 

2 (p = .005) 

(p = .029) 

1-4  (p = .012) 2-4 ( p = .003)  

3-4 ( p = .035) 

1 (p = .028) 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion No 41.368 45.068 39.873 43.573 43.673 51.073 

group effects (p = .023) 

1-4  (p = .006) 2-4 ( p = .008) 

2 (p = .0011) 

(p = .030) 

1-4  (p = .011) 2-4 ( p = .007) 

2 (p = .006) 

(p = .026) 

1-4  (p = .021) 2-4 ( p = .009) 

2 (p = .006) 

time effects 

group*time effects 

Proportion NA -7.392 -3.692 -7.219 -3.519 -187.964 -180.564 

group effects none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

time effects 

group*time effects 
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Figure 13 Change in Preceptor Scores Over Time: ‘Apply Monitors’ for the Total Study Group (mean ± SE) 

 

      

Figure 14 Change in Preceptor Scores Over Time: ‘Induction Steps’ for the Total Study Group (mean ± SE) 
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Figure 15 Change in Preceptor Scores Over Time: ‘Mask Ventilation’ for the Total Study Group (mean ± SE) 

 

 

Figure 16 Change in Preceptor Scores Over Time: ‘Laryngoscopy & Intubation’ for the Total Study Group 

(mean ± SE) 
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While the Fixed Effects for ‘Group x Time’ was not statistically significant, there were some 

significant differences between the SIGA-O group and the SIGA+R groups for some preceptor scores 

at specific Time Blocks. For Question-2 ‘apply monitors’ the SIGA+R group had a higher proportion 

of ‘yes’ scores and a lower proportion of ‘no’ scores for Time Block-1 (Figure 20). For Question-4 

‘mask ventilation’ the SIGA+R group had a significantly lower proportion of ‘NA’ scores at Time 

Block-2 (Figure 22). For Question-5 ‘laryngoscopy and intubation’ the SIGA-O group had a 

significantly higher proportion of ‘yes’ scores and a significantly lower proportion of ‘no’ scores for 

Time Block-2 (Figure 23). 
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Figure 17 Change in Preceptor Scores: ‘Equipment Verification’ SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups (mean ± SE) 
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Figure 18 Change in Preceptor Scores: ‘Apply Monitors’ SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups (mean ± SE) 
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Figure 19 Change in Preceptor Scores: ‘Induction Steps’ SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups (mean ± SE) 
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Figure 20 Change in Preceptor Scores: ‘Mask Ventilation’ SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups (mean ± SE) 
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Figure 21 Change in Preceptor Scores: ‘Laryngoscopy & Intubation’ SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups (mean ± 

SE) 
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4.2.6  SIGA-CAA Preceptor Overall Rating and SRNA Self-Evaluation 

For the preceptor rating scale there were no significant group effects, but tests of Fixed Effects 

for ‘Group x Time’ were significant at Time Block 2 with the scores for the SIGA+R group 

being lower (mean ± SE:  SIGA-O = 7.747 ± 0.261; SIGA+R = 5.500 ± 0.569). For the SRNA 

self-rating scale there were also no statistically significant group effects, but there were 

statistically significant ‘Group x Time’ effects at Time Block 3 with the SIGA+R scores again 

being lower (mean ± SE:  SIGA-O = 7.354 ± 0.616; SIGA+R = 5.752 ± 1.095) (Table 12 and 

Figure 24). Of note, the correlations between the preceptor ratings of actual performance and the 

SRNA self-confidence ratings across the study demonstrated strong correlation. 

 

Table 12 Linear Mixed Modeling Results for Preceptor Overall Perfromance Rating for Performing OTS-

SIGA Steps and for SRNA Self-Rating of Confidence in Perfroming OTS-SIGA Steps 

 

Note: Significance indicated for Group effects (differences between SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups); Time effects 

(differences between time periods (1, 2, 3 or 4) for the entire study group); and Group x Time Effects (for the time 

block indicated). CS = compound symmetric; Autoregressive = AR1; TP = Toeplitz; AIC = Akaike’s Information 

Criterion; BIC = Schwarz’s Bayesian Criteria. 

 Q6 Repeated Variance-Covariance Type 

 CS AR1 TP 

 AIC BIC AIC BIC AIC BIC 

Preceptor Mean Score 174.486 178.186 174.673 178.373 177.656 185.056 

group effects none 

1-2  (p = .043)  

1-3 ( p = .000)  

1-4 ( p = .000)  

2-3 ( p = .014)  

2-4 ( p = .000)   

2 (p = .005) 

none 

1-2  (p = .044)  

1-3 ( p = .000)  

1-4 ( p = .000)  

2-3 ( p = .015) 

 2-4 ( p = .000) 

2 (p = .005) 

none 

1-2  (p = .037)  

1-3 ( p = .000)  

1-4 ( p = .000)  

2-3 ( p = .014) 

 2-4 ( p = .000) 

2 (p = .006) 

 

time effects 

group*time effects 

SRNA Mean Score 243.947 248.201 237.814 242.069 237.224 245.732 

group effects none 

1-3  (p = .001)  

1-4 ( p = .000) 

2-3  (p = .012)  

2-4 ( p = .000) 

3-4 (p = .008) 

3 (p = .046) 

none 

1-3  (p = .001)  

1-4 ( p = .000) 

2-3  (p = .003)  

2-4 ( p = .000) 

3-4 (p = .006) 

3 (p = .035) 

none 

1-3  (p = .002)  

1-4 ( p = .000) 

2-3  (p = .002)  

2-4 ( p = .000) 

3-4 (p = .013) 

3 (p = .033) 

 

time effects 

 

group*time effects 
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Figure 22 Change Over Time in Preceptor Overall Rating of SRNA Ability to Perform OTS-SIGA Steps 

Compared to SRNA Self-Rate Confidence in Performing OTS-SIGA Steps for the SIGA-O and SIGA+R 

Groups and the Total Study Group. 

 

r = 0.806 
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4.2.7  Preceptor to SRNA Airway Assessment Comparisons 

For each patient under their care, anesthesia providers perform an airway assessment to help 

predict potential difficulties with mask ventilation and/or endotracheal intubation. Commonly, 

seven assessments are performed (oral opening and dentition, Mallampati classification, cervical 

range of motion, thyromental distance, mandibular length, palpability of the cricothyroid 

membrane and mobility of the mandible). SRNAs are expected to perform these assessments as 

well. Both SRNAs their clinical preceptors were asked to record their assessment data via the 

SIGA-CAA. These separate assessments were matched in the application database for later 

comparison. A total of 33 matched assessments were obtained. The SRNA assessments were 

coded as either in agreement or not in agreement with preceptor assessment. These data were 

aggregated and examined independently using linear mixed modeling in the same manner as 

previously described.  

 

Tests of Fixed Effects for ‘Time’ and ‘Group x Time’ were significant for only one assessment, 

mandibular length. For the entire cohort, thyromental distance agreement had statistically 

significant changes between Time Blocks 1 and 3 (a decrease) and 3 and 4 (an increase). 

Mandibular length had significant changes between Time Blocks 1 and 2 (decrease), 2 and 3 

(increase), and 2 and 4 (increase). Mandibular mobility assessment agreement showed a 

significant increase between Time Blocks 1 and 4 (Figure 25). Differences between the study 

cohorts (Group x Time effects) were present for thyromental distance at Time Block-3 with the 

SIGA+R cohort having a significantly lower success rate. Similar significant results were 

recorded for mandibular length assessment at Time Block-2 with the SIGA+R group again 

having less agreement with preceptors (Figures 26 and 27). 
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Figure 23 Airway Assessment Agreement over time for the Total Cohort. 

 

 

Figure 24 Airway Assessment Agreement Over Time for the SIGA-O Cohort. 
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Figure 25 Airway Assessment Agreement Over Time for the SIGA+R Cohort. 

4.3 Discussion 

In this pilot study we attempted to measure the impact of a simulation intervention on first-

term SRNA performance of the complex task of an induction of general anesthesia. Observations 

and measurements took place during their initial simulation event and then over the course of their 

17-week initial clinical rotation.  This included introducing a refresher Mock Induction simulation 

exercise at the mid-point of the rotation (nine weeks). Our general hypothesis was that all measured 

outcome markers would demonstrate improvement over the course of this first rotation. We also 

hypothesized that the cohort receiving the refresher Mock Induction (SIGA+R cohort) would 

demonstrate significantly better performance than the control cohort (SIGA-O). Our findings 

indicate that overall there were not any identifiable statistically significant differences between the 

study cohorts attributable to the refresher Mock Induction. Through linear mixed modeling we 
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attempted to assess the impact of age and clinical site as covariates, but this did not result in any 

meaningful differences in the analysis. Where there were isolated time points with statistically 

significant differences between the cohorts, these usually indicated better performance by the 

control group. Of note, however, this study revealed the overall readiness of the total study cohort 

for their first clinical rotation, with continued improved importance and increasing confidence. 

Prior to this, we had only anecdotal evidence to support the effectiveness of our simulation training 

in preparing SRNAs for their first clinical rotation. The specific outcome markers are discussed 

below.  

4.3.1  Rater Training 

We developed a rigorous rater training process. All raters and simulation teaching 

assistants were graduate students in the nurse anesthesia program who had been exposed to 

previous versions of the OTS-SIGA in their own training. All were trained the same, whether they 

ultimately scored live events, recorded events or both or acted as simulation teaching assistants. 

When determining whether a rater was able to move on to independent scoring of video events or 

live events, we required an overall agreement of 90% with the idealized score for a post-training 

test video. The post-training test video scores showed substantial agreement using Cohen’s kappa 

for both the 10 primary subgoals (slight to perfect) and all 50 process steps (moderate to 

substantial). The Mock Induction event teaching assistants were drawn from this pool of trained 

raters. A single highly trained teaching assistant was used for all of the baseline Mock Induction 

training sessions. That the agreement for the fifty operational tasks was higher than for the 10 

primary subgoals alone is not unexpected. Our operational definitions for scoring  the primary 

subgoals required that if even a single operational task for a subgoal was  rated anything other than 
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a ‘yes’ (completed), this could result in a different subgoal score (not completed, prompted, not 

available). The results shown here are for the first attempt at scoring a post-training test video by 

these raters. It should be noted that during training, raters were asked to score the videos they 

watched in ‘real time’ without pausing the playback. This was true for the post-training test videos 

as well. This rigorous threshold was necessary as raters would need to be able to score events live 

in the clinical setting where the process steps are often completed within less than five minutes. 

While rigorous and thorough, the training process took a substantial amount of time to complete. 

As discussed below, this impacted our ability to collect live observational data at the beginning of 

the study groups clinical rotation. 

4.3.2  Demographic Profile of the Study Group 

Overall, the total pool of potential participants and the final study group generally matched 

historical University of Pittsburgh Nurse Anesthesia Program mean demographic data for the five 

years prior to the study implementation. The one exception was age. There were two outliers in 

the total study group (older participants). Randomization placed these two participants in the 

SIGA+R group and this was the only substantial differences in demographic variables between the 

two study groups. We performed Linear Mixed Modeling taking age into account as a co-factor 

and found no significant differences in our results. Additional LMM analyses were run using 

clinical site as a covariate, again with no significant impact on the results. 
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4.3.3  Knowledge Retention: SIGA-KAI 

The Standard Induction of General Anesthesia Knowledge Assessment Instrument 

(SIGA-KAI) was administered at multiple time points over the course of the study: pre- and 

post-simulation, during the second and ninth weeks of the clinical rotation and during the last 

(seventeenth) week of the rotation. All participants completed the assessment at all time points. 

In general the distribution of scores was truncated as the scores were relatively high (80 – 93 

percent on a 0-100% scale). There were no significant differences between the study groups in 

performance on the knowledge assessment at any time point.  One unexpected result was the 

global decrease in scores from Post-Simulation (93.54 ± 4.03) to Clinical Week-2 (80.63 ± 6.81). 

Scores did increase at Clinical Week-9 but decreased again by the end of the rotation. This was 

surprising because Clinical Week-2 occurred approximately three weeks after the initial Mock 

Induction exercise. Immediate post-simulation scores were the highest, and never returned to this 

level at any subsequent time point. It is possible that instruction by clinical preceptors could have 

created confusion for SRNAs about what the appropriate answer for some questions should be. 

As noted in the preliminary studies section, our HTA analysis revealed that some steps occurred 

at variable points during the induction process. This variability was related to several factors. For 

example, some process steps did not have been supporting evidence in the literature for a 

definitive time to do the task, which led to CRNAs and anesthesiologists drawing on personal 

experience as their guide. Some questions in the SIGA-KAI were related to these types of steps. 

However, for standardization of training we needed to position process steps at consistent points 

in the HTA process map. This conflict between the simulation training and clinical preceptor 

direction of the SRNAs in the study may have resulted in the performance decreases. For 

example, performance on questions related to Step 4 (Pre-Induction Preparation) particularly 
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demonstrated this at Clinical Week-2, with all but one of the study group participants missing 

one of the questions related to this step. Scores at clinical week 2 were the lowest of any of the 

time points. 

Additionally, timing may have impacted the results of the SIGA-KAI at Clinical Week-2.  

The study participants were just beginning their clinical rotations and were also preparing for 

final examinations for the academic term. Participants were also being asked to complete 

multiple tools and assessments over the course of the study; fatigue with regard to study tasks 

versus on-going clinical and classroom responsibilities may have been a factor. 

4.3.4  OTS-SIGA Live Scoring and Clinical Preceptor Scoring 

Obtaining the live scoring data proved to be logistically challenging. Study participants 

were assigned to eight different clinical sites across the Pittsburgh region and were not always at 

their assigned clinical sites on the same days each week, The types of operative cases they were 

assigned to also varied for each clinical day. This made predicting when a particular participant 

might be doing an induction for general anesthesia difficult. As discussed above, the rater training 

process took longer than expected, and data collection  needed to begin before all of the raters had 

been fully trained. The impact was such that we were not able to collect any live observational 

data during Time Block-2 (clinical weeks 5 to 8). 

The data presented here represent the percent of all 10 primary subgoals that were scored 

as yes (Completed), no (not completed), prompted or not available. While there was no significant 

impact of introducing a refresher Mock Induction at the mid-point of the clinical rotation (no 

significant differences between the SIGA-O and SIGA+R groups), there were still important 

findings. To begin with, to our knowledge no one has previously reported data related to SRNA 
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performance in the complex task of induction of anesthesia before. Additionally, this is the first 

time that we have been able to quantify our previous anecdotal assumption of steady performance 

improvements over the course of the first clinical rotation. There was a significant effect of time 

for all study participants. Statistically significant increases in the proportion of subgoals scored as 

‘yes’(the SRNA completed the step) were demonstrated between Time Blocks 1 and 3 and Time 

Blocks 1 and 4 for the study cohort as a whole. The proportion of subgoal steps ‘prompted’ and 

the proportion scored as ‘not available’ to the SRNA decreased for those same time intervals. Also 

of interest is the steady increase in the proportion of ‘no’ scores (meaning that these SRNAs failed 

to successfully complete a subgoal) across the clinical rotation. These rose from approximately 

18% to 29%. These data suggest that over the course of the rotation clinical preceptors felt 

increasingly comfortable allowing the SRNAs to attempt process steps. With more opportunities, 

SRNAs completed more process steps and did so successfully and independently (fewer prompts). 

This data, while limited, begins to provide a more complete picture of how clinical learning may 

be taking place. As we might intuit, learning may be directly related to the number of opportunities 

presented to perform a task independently. At first, many of the SRNA attempts at a subgoal step 

might not be completed or not completed correctly, but the proportion of correctly completed steps 

increased along with the unsuccessful ones.  

The clinical preceptors did not score all ten HTA process primary subgoals, but were 

asked to score five of the HTA derived subgoals considered most critical by the investigators.  

The refresher Mock Induction did not demonstrate any significant Group x Time effects but there 

were significant effects of time for the whole study group. The scoring done by clinical 

preceptors generally followed the same pattern as the live scoring done by trained raters in 

regard to the proportion of steps completed successfully. There was a clear general trend for all 
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five preceptor scored subgoals with ‘yes’ (completed) scores increasing over the course of the 

clinical rotation and ‘no’ or ‘not available’ scores decreasing.  

There were notable differences in preceptor scoring and live rater scoring. Clinical 

preceptors generally scored SRNA performance much more favorably than the trained raters. 

While the clinical preceptors did not have as rigorous of an orientation process as the trained raters, 

it was clear that the clinical preceptors, who work with SRNAs on a regular basis, felt that the 

study group participants were highly prepared prior to beginning their clinical rotation. The 

proportion of steps rated as successfully competed was considerably higher for the preceptors. The 

highest proportion of ‘yes’ scores at any time block from the trained rater data was 20.8%; the 

lowest proportion from the preceptor scoring was 64.5%. Time Block-1 ‘yes’ scores ranged from 

64.5% to 90.4% across the five steps preceptors were asked to evaluate (Figures 14 – 18). There 

are several possible reasons for this. First, the clinical preceptors were instructed how to score 

using the SIGA-CAA tool and were given operational definitions, however they did not go through 

the intensive rating and feedback process that the trained raters did. Secondly, the clinical 

preceptors were not given the option to indicate whether a step was prompted. During rater training 

it became apparent that prompts could be subtle and difficult to identify. The study team met 

regularly during the rater training process to discuss the types of verbal and non-verbal prompting 

that were being identified in training videos. Because of this, the decision was made to keep the 

scoring as simple as possible for the clinical preceptors and eliminate this option. This could have 

contributed to the much higher rate of steps scored as successfully completed as a completed 

subgoal might have been considered successfully done (‘yes’ score) even if it was prompted. And 

finally, despite being instructed that their ratings of student performance for this study would not 
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be used in the clinical and academic evaluation of the SRNAs in the research protocol, it is possible 

that the clinical preceptors were just reluctant to give a ‘bad’ score to a student. 

The more cognitively complex and more difficult psychomotor subgoals (Induction Steps, 

Mask Ventilation and Laryngoscopy and Intubation) overall had a lower percentage of preceptor 

‘yes’ scores than the other subgoals. These are processes that first rotation SRNAs generally 

struggle with and it has been reported that provider experience may significantly impact the four-

point Cormack rating of the view of the larynx. (Benumof, 1996) However, these steps also 

demonstrated statistically significant increases over time in the percentage of ‘yes’ scores from 

Time Block-1 to Time Block-4. Concurrently, no responses decreased, and NA responses 

remained relatively constant. This appears to demonstrate that preceptors consistently allowed 

SRNAs to perform these tasks during the first clinical rotation, and that the continued repetition 

of these steps allowed for improved performance.  

4.3.5  Clinical Preceptor Overall Rating and SRNA Rating of Self-Confidence 

There were no overall statistically detectable differences between the two study groups, 

indicating that the refresher Mock Induction did not have an impact on these outcome measures. 

There was only one time point (Time Block-2) where preceptor ratings demonstrated significant 

Group x Time effects. At this time point, the preceptor scores for the SIGA+R group were lower. 

SRNA scores of self confidence in performing the OTS-SIGA steps demonstrated significant 

differences between groups at Time Block-3. For the total study group, preceptor overall ratings 

of SRNA performance in completing the OTS-SIGA process steps increased across the entire study 

period. There were statistically significant increases in preceptor ratings between all Time Blocks 

except between Time Blocks-3 and 4. SRNA self-confidence scores increased across the entire 
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study period. There were statistically significant differences in self-ratings between all Time 

Blocks except for between 1 and 2. These trends held when the results for the SIGA-O and 

SIGA+R cohorts were examined separately. More interesting were the correlations between 

preceptor overall ratings of SRNA performance on OTS-SIGA steps and SRNA self-confidence 

ratings for performing those steps (Figure 24). There were differences in this correlation between 

the two study groups. The SIGA+R group in general did not feel as confident as the SIGA-O group 

after Time Block-1. Outside of Time Block-2, their perception of their own performance did not 

match that of their clinical preceptors as well as did the SIGA-O group (Figure 29); these 

differences did reach statistical significance at Time Block-3. The correlation for the total cohort 

was 0.937. This is exceptionally high, and we believe is perhaps the first reported evidence of self-

confidence versus actual performance reported in relation to a simulation intervention.  

When looking at these ratings over time, it is important to keep in mind that the preceptors 

and the SRNAs were being asked two different, but related, questions. Preceptors were asked to 

provide an overall rating of the SRNA’s performance in completing the process steps for a standard 

induction of general anesthesia. SRNAs in the study were asked to provide a rating of their 

confidence in performing these steps. While both were rating on a 10-point scale, the fact that the 

questions were different made it inappropriate to analyze the differences in score over time. 

Qualitatively, however, we can infer that for the SRNAs performing the complex task of induction 

of anesthesia, success breeds confidence and in turn reinforces further success.  

4.3.6  Agreement with Airway Assessment 

Commonly, seven assessments of the patients are performed when presenting for 

anesthesia services (oral opening and dentition, Mallampati classification, cervical range of 
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motion, thyromental distance, mandibular length, palpability of the cricothyroid membrane and 

mobility of the mandible). Both clinical preceptors and SRNAs were asked to record their airway 

assessments for general anesthesia cases they participated in together. While there were 

statistically significant differences over time for agreement between preceptor and SRNA 

assessments of the airway, these were generally of an inconsistent nature (e.g. increase, then 

decrease then increase again across Time Blocks). There were no significant differences between 

the study cohorts. No readily discernable patterns were noted with the exception that one 

assessment had consistently lower agreement with the clinical preceptors across time – Mallampati 

scoring. One explanation may be that all of the other assessments, with the exception of mandibular 

mobility, can be quantitatively measured (though this is not routinely done in the clinical setting). 

Mallampati Scoring, while guided by anatomical landmarks, is a relatively subjective process that 

can be greatly impacted by a variety of factors (e.g. is the patient supine or upright during the 

assessment, are they told to phonate, do they properly follow instructions and extend the tongue 

as far as possible). Mallampati is known to have high specificity and much lower sensitivity in 

terms of identifying a potential difficult airway. 

4.3.7  Oral Soft Tissue and Dental Injury 

There were only two reports of dental or oral soft tissue injury during the period of the 

study protocol. Both of these came from the SIGA-O study group, but this number is too low to 

infer any significant differences between the study groups.  
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4.4 Limitations 

4.4.1  Methodological Limitations 

Limitations were primarily related to technical issues with the data collection application, 

the length of the rater training process and the differences between the simulation lab setting and 

the perioperative environment where live clinical scoring was done.  

The OTS-SIGA application was designed to be accessed via any mobile platform. By the 

end of the training process, raters were very comfortable with interacting with the interface. 

However, there were occasions in the early phase of data collection where the application ‘froze’. 

This was almost always due to poor connectivity to the internet, and internet ‘dead spots’ varied 

from clinical site to clinical site. This did not prevent actual scoring of events, but did prevent data 

uploading after scoring was complete. This resulted in raters pressing the submit button multiple 

times. The usual outcome was that the results were eventually transmitted several times when the 

device eventually came in range of a good signal. These duplicate entries then were reviewed and 

deleted from the final database using a series of screening rules developed by the research team. 

Raters quickly adapted to this issue by delaying pressing the ‘Submit’ button until they were in an 

area with good connectivity.  

The rater training process was thorough, but took significant time for completion. After 

each practice scoring session, raters in training submitted their scores through the OTS-SIGA 

application. Data could not be directly accessed by the investigators; data were released by an 

honest broker from WISER. While the turnaround time was not significant, there were lags 

between rater practice scoring, investigator access to the scoring and principal investigator review 

and feedback. Additionally, as per IRB guidelines for video source data, reviewers could only 
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access the video files in the project offices on a computer with two-step password encryption. The 

result was that it took much longer to train raters than initially anticipated, and availability of 

trained raters impacted the ability to collect live data in the clinical setting at some time points.  

Finally, as discussed earlier, there were some differences in how and when steps were done 

in the simulated Mock Induction sessions versus the clinical setting. For example, in the simulation 

setting, equipment preparation and patient interviewing occurred in the same room. In the 

perioperative setting, anesthesia providers prepare their equipment in the operating room, then 

locate their scheduled patient in a separate preoperative holding area to conduct the interviews and 

assessment.  This may have impacted the new SRNAs as they adjusted to the change in locations 

and environment for the initial steps of the process.  It certainly presented logistical challenges for 

raters as they ideally needed to be in the operating room at the time of equipment checking and 

preparation and then move on to the preoperative holding area. It was far easier to predict the 

location and timing of these events for first cases of the day than for subsequent cases. There was 

also variability in the sequence of some events between the OTS-SIGA and the clinical setting. 

One step in particular provides a good example of this. Anesthesia providers all agree that the 

patient’s eyes must be protected by taping them closed (or using an alternative method such as 

goggles), but during the HTA process it became clear that there was much disagreement about 

when this step should occur. Our OTS-SIGA process map placed this step after induction (Step 5) 

but before mask ventilation (Step 6). Many providers believe that mask seal to the patient’s face 

should never be interrupted, and thus they insist on this variation from our process map when 

precepting students. We emphasized to our trainees there is variability around this timing, but that 

we were choosing to teach everyone in a consistent manner. SRNAs reported that these types of 
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process variations from preceptor to preceptor affected their performance adjustment to the real-

world induction process.  

4.4.2  Pilot Study Data Interpretation Limitations 

There are several limitations to this pilot study that are important to discuss. First, the 

sample size was small, with only 12 members of each cohort, and as described above, effect sizes 

would need to be large to detect significant differences between cohorts. This was a complex study 

with multiple assessments over an extended period of time. As discussed earlier, while the rater 

training was robust, it took time to complete, limiting the number of trained raters that could be 

deployed ate certain time points in the study. There were also timing and logistical barriers in 

attempting to observe 24 student anesthetists across multiple clinical sites. Start times for first 

operative cases of the day are scheduled, but subsequent case start times can be difficult to predict. 

To offset these data collection difficulties, our study design incorporated the use of CRNA 

preceptors who work daily with SRNAs in the clinical setting. As routine instructors of the 

induction process, they were well positioned to provide good assessments of SRNA performance. 

A limiting factor was production pressure in the perioperative setting. Anecdotally many of the 

clinical preceptors reported that they felt that they did not have time in the normal flow of a clinical 

day to enter the assessment data, and they would often forget to do so at the end of the day or 

forget the particulars of the case. Some preceptors were uncomfortable entering data through the 

web-based application. We attempted to offset this reluctance by providing paper versions of the 

on-line assessments. SRNA self-report of airway assessments and self-confidence scores was also 

inconsistent across study participants and across time. Submissions generally decreased during 

Time Blocks-3 and 4. Data such as the airway assessment required having a matched pair of 
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assessments from the preceptor and the SRNA. There were many more assessments without a 

match than matched pairs and the numbers for this outcome measure, while potentially large 

ending up being quite small.  

Aside from these logistical considerations, there are two other factors that may have 

significantly affected our outcomes. First, while decay of knowledge and skills has been well 

established in the literature, only in the last decade have significant efforts been made to offset 

these decays utilizing simulation. There is a large body of literature developing regarding booster 

training and ‘just-in-time’ training, especially as related to ACLS and BLS skills. (Barsuk, 

McGaghie, Cohen, Balachandran, et al., 2009; Niles et al., 2009; Sutton et al., 2011a, 2011b) What 

is not clear is the optimum timing for booster training, especially for more complex task set such 

as the one studied here. We selected the midpoint for a variety of reasons, including considering 

the known progression of access to and participation in clinical experiences. At the beginning of 

their first rotation, SRNAs in the University of Pittsburgh Nurse anesthesia program are only in 

the clinical setting two days per week. The beginning of their first clinical rotation also coincides 

with major holidays and final exams, during which time students often opt to use vacation time. 

Our intent was to place the refresher at a point where these learners would have had enough clinical 

time to allow appropriate referencing of those experience to the repeat Mock Induction. It is 

possible that we did not choose this time point correctly.  

The second factor that may have impacted our results is the power of clinical learning itself 

relative to the 2-hour Refresher Mock Induction. While our preparation of SRNAs for the clinical 

setting is intense, there are some things that we cannot replicate in the simulated setting that are 

important in the operative setting. Two examples of this are mask ventilation and laryngoscopy 

and intubation. The mannequins used for training very good for teaching process steps and basic 
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techniques. They are not very good at presenting variables that make these psychomotor tasks 

difficult in the operative setting (e.g. tongue size and ability to displace the tongue, variations in 

dentition, presence of a beard). It is worth noting mask ventilation and laryngoscopy and intubation 

were the process steps preceptors most frequently identified as ones SRNAs in this study cohort 

struggled with. Given all of this, it may be that for this particular complex task set, the impact of 

the clinical learning was so large as to make any effect of the simulation intervention non-

detectable. 
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5.0 Conclusions and Summary  

5.1 Conclusions 

A key goal for the emerging science of healthcare simulation is to demonstrate efficacy, 

primarily in terms of positive changes to clinical practice and improvements in patient outcomes. 

Strong evidence has been accumulating with regard to achieving these goals for specific cognitive 

and/or psychomotor tasks. (Barsuk et al., 2010; Barsuk et al., 2015; JM. O’ Donnell et al., 2007) 

What has yet to be demonstrated is the ability to generate similar evidence for complex tasks taking 

place in a dynamic setting. This has been tangentially addressed by measurement of secondary 

outcome markers for situations such as obstetric emergencies. Use of crisis response teams have 

demonstrated improvements in multiple clinical markers. (Crofts et al., 2008; Draycott et al., 2008; 

Siassakos et al., 2009) However, few if any attempts have been made to establish a direct 

measurable linkage between performance in the simulation setting and performance or self-

confidence in the clinical setting. That is, are these teams doing the same tasks at the same level 

of proficiency in the real-world setting as in the simulation setting, are they confident in their 

clinical performance and can these be linked to improved outcomes? Part of the difficulty in 

generating such data is the complexity of the processes which are the target of interest. This 

complexity has two components. First, understanding all of the component parts to a task; and 

second, being able to capture performance data for healthcare providers performing those tasks 

(either in the simulation setting or the patient care setting). Through previous work, we have 

demonstrated that Hierarchical Task Analysis can be a powerful tool for answering such questions. 

HTA has a long established utility in describing complex systems across a variety of domains. 
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(Annett et al., 2000; Shepherd, 1998) We believe that we have been among the first investigators 

(if not the first) to leverage HTA in the design and evaluation of simulation educational 

interventions. (O' Donnell J et al., 2007; O' Donnell, Goode, et al., 2012; JM. O’ Donnell et al., 

2007; JM O’ Donnell & Goode, 2008) O’Donnell et al leveraged HTA to demonstrate parallel 

improvements in adherence to the process steps of an ergonomically sound patient transfer 

protocol in the simulation and patient care environments. (JM. O’ Donnell et al., 2007) What 

became apparent from this work was the power of HTA to structure and guide multiple phases of 

the simulation education continuum. The process maps derived from an HTA analysis can be used 

to help design educational materials and the structure of the simulation intervention itself. (J. S. 

Goode Jr & O’Donnell, 2016; JM O’ Donnell & Goode, 2008) In this current study, development 

of the OTS-SIGA impacted multiple aspects of the delivery of educational materials regarding the 

induction process. A detailed mapping of the important steps of the process allowed us to focus on 

these elements in training.  SRNAs were given an in-depth introduction to the details of each step 

of the OTS-SIGA in the classroom. Partial task simulations (e.g., basic airway management 

workshops) allowed for focused practice of individual steps. Practice sessions allowed for 

exploration of and familiarization with the OTS-SIGA in an individualized manner. Every aspect 

of the Mock Induction was guided by the process steps, including post-simulation debriefings. One 

other advantage is that leveraging this tool can provide for consistency among faculty instructors 

and guide both horizontal and vertical integration of simulation components into the larger 

curriculum.  

The rigor of the iterative HTA process resulted in a high degree of certainty that classroom 

content and the simulation training mapped well onto the actual real-world process of a standard 

induction of general anesthesia, though, as discussed earlier there were some process steps that 
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demonstrated variability in when they occurred and had no strong support in the literature for a 

definitive placement in the HTA process map.  However, from a research perspective, this meant 

that we could be relatively confident that we would be comparing ‘apples-to-apples’ when 

comparing SRNA performance in the simulation lab versus the clinical setting.  Additionally, using 

the OTS-SIGA to inform the development of our web based applications for data collection meant 

that we would also being using the same evaluation tools across observational settings.  The work 

of other researchers has also reinforced our belief that we could be confident in our description of 

the induction process. Phipps et al performed a similar task analysis for anesthesia processes. 

(Phipps, Meakin, Beatty, Nsoedo, & Parker, 2008) Their work encompassed the whole of the 

anesthetic experience from pre-operative assessment to transfer to the recovery room. However, 

the steps described with regard to induction include many of our own. The level of descriptive 

detail of our OTS-SIGA is significantly less than that of Phipps. There are two main reasons for 

this. First, our process map is intended for the training of novice SRNAs. Mock Induction is just 

one part of the previously described intensive two months of preparation that include sixty hours 

of classroom content and forty hours of simulation.  The intent in this circumstance is to provide 

a ‘boot-camp’ to achieve a minimum competency that will allow for the safe entry of SRNAs to 

clinical practice. Phipps et al intended to achieve granular detail with their HTA, creating “a 

framework for promoting good practice and highlight areas of concern.” Additionally, they used 

the Systemic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA) to examine portions of 

the process at risk for human error genesis. Other differences with our HTA product may be related 

to differences in clinical practice between the United Kingdom and the United States. For example, 

Phipps describes a process where induction takes place away from the operating room; for the 

most part inductions in the U.S. take place in the operating room. 
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One other notable aspect of this study was the ability to examine the combined role of 

simulation and increasing clinical experience on knowledge retention.  We could do so because 

we repeatedly administered an assessment tool across the span of the SRNAs first clinical rotation 

and interjected a booster simulation for one cohort. Educators often speak of the difference 

between ‘knowing and doing’. Our study design and our adaptable data collection tools provided 

the opportunity to begin to examine changes in knowledge over time mapped over changes in 

clinical performance. In this case, we surmised  that anesthesia preceptors in the clinical setting 

provided information that conflicted with the HTA process map for some sub-goal process steps. 

This impacted the results obtained from our knowledge assessment tool.   

Similar opportunities were presented in regard to self-efficacy. An accepted assumption 

has been that as clinical experience increases, so does self-efficacy. It was unclear however if 

repeated exposure to simulation exercises would augment this and our approach in concurrently 

assessing SRNA self-perception of performance and preceptor evaluations of performance 

provided some initial answers. There was no significant impact on self-confidence in performing 

the OTS-SIGA process steps with regard to the Refresher Mock Induction. What was clear was 

that for the study group as a whole, preceptor evaluation of performance correlated very highly 

with SRNA self-confidence ratings. Preceptors indicated with their scoring that our training 

process prior to the start of the SRNAs clinical rotation prepared them to function at very high 

level from the beginning of their clinical experiences. As opportunities to perform clinical tasks 

increased, success in performing those tasks increased, resulting in a concurrent increase in self-

confidence.  
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5.2 Summary 

The purpose of this pilot study was to assess the potential impact of a simulation 

intervention on the subsequent clinical performance of first term Student Registered Nurse 

Anesthetists during their first clinical rotation. In addition to their standard training, including a 

Mock Induction simulation exercise, one cohort of this study received a refresher simulation 

midway through the first clinical rotation; a second cohort served as the control group. Data was 

collected on a variety of outcome measures. While performance across all measures improved over 

the course of the 17-week rotation, no consistent statistically significant differences were detected 

between the study groups. Possible explanations for these results are: 1) the intervention was not 

deployed at an optimal time; and 2) the magnitude of the effect of the clinical experience on 

learning was so large that the impact of the intervention, if any, was not detectable. 

Despite this, important lessons were learned that could guide future research. In the course 

of this protocol, a robust method for training raters to score a highly complex psychomotor task in 

real time was developed. Integral to this training and to the scoring in both the simulation and 

clinical settings was the development of a series of data collection tools that were accessible across 

multiple device platforms. These tools were based on the HTA-derived Optimum Task Set for 

Standard Induction of General Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA) and operationalized for use on a web-

based platform by WISER Information Technology personnel and proved to be reliable and easy 

to use. Finally, while no statistically significant differences between the two study cohorts were 

detected with regard to the refresher simulation intervention, outcomes data provided insight into 

how learning in the clinical setting occurs over time for the highly complex task set of induction 

of general anesthesia. 
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Appendix A Hierarchical Task Analysis Derived Optimal Task Set for Standard Induction 

of General Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA)  © 2006 Goode, Jr. JS, O’Donnell JM; revised January 

2016 

Preop: Discuss  allergies,  current  medications,  any  concerns  regarding  

the  patient’s   presenting  condition and  current  health  s tatus  with  your  assigned  

CRNA.  

 

1. Equipment verification- Verbalize or demonstrate 
1.1. System pressure check 
1.2. Prepare machine (flows, open APL valve) 
1.3. Place suction, oral airway, tongue blade, laryngoscope, ETT, ETT tree at bedside 

1.4. Manual Resuscitator, manual cuff, independent light source, alarm system 

 

2. Interview and Airway Assessment- Ask pertinent questions (keep short-get 

facts)- Demonstrate 
2.1. Patient ID 
2.2. Oral Opening 
2.3. Mallampati Classification 
2.4. Thyromental distance 
2.5. Cervical range of motion 
2.6. Mandibular length 
2.7. Mandibular mobility 
2.8. Identification of cricothyroid membrane 

2.9. Other exam and questions appropriate to case 

 

3. Apply Monitors- Demonstrate 
3.1. Check that safety strap is in place on patient 
3.2. Pulse oximetry 

3.3. B/P cuff 
3.4. EKG 
3.5. Precordial stethoscope 

3.6. Other monitors as appropriate 
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4. Pre-induction Preparation- Demonstrate 
4.1. Time out/ procedural pause 

4.1.1 Includes discussion of antibiotic administration (drug, dose, timing) 

4.2. Adjust height of bed 
4.3. Axes alignment maneuvers (sniffing position etc.) 
4.4. Call MD 
4.5. Sedation medications- (midazolam, fentanyl or other appropriate medication) 

4.6. Other Medications 
4.6.1 defasciculating or pretreatment dose of muscle relaxants or other appropriate 

medications 
4.7. Pre-oxygenation (may administer at an earlier step): must follow 4.6 
4.8. Hold mask at all times or place mask straps 

 

5. Induction Steps- Demonstrate 
5.1. State medications, dosage, and sequence 
5.2. Assess patient and patient monitor while induction drugs are given 
5.3. Observe/assess for apnea, tell patient to open eyes, check lash, adjust APL (1/4 turns) 
5.4. Tape eyes 

 

6. Mask ventilate one minute - Demonstrate 
6.1. C and E positions- (‘E’ fingers on bony structures) 
6.2. Nose, chin, pull-in- clear lips and tongue 
6.3. Use one-provider technique for BVMV 

6.4. Avoid PAP > 20 cm H2O 
6.5. Ineffective- Reposition head, tongue blade, oral airway 

 

7. Laryngoscopy and Intubation- Demonstrate and verbalize 
7.1. Mouth open, clear lips, insert R, sweep and lift, joust 
7.2. Do not take eyes off of vocal cords once in view 
7.3. Insert with DV, stylet removal with approximation 
7.4. Insert to 22 cm at teeth (if present) 
7.5. Inflate cuff 

 

8. Verify correct ETT placement- Demonstrate and verbalize 
8.1. ETCO2 x 4 breaths 
8.2. Condensation and chest rise 

8.3. Listen to breath sounds x 5: (anterior X 2, lateral X 2, epigastric) 

 

9. Post-induction management- Demonstrate 
9.1. Check proper settings, place on ventilator, adjust flows, turn on gas 
9.2. Appropriate starting volume for ventilation in ml/kg 
9.3. Secure ETT- appropriately 
9.4. OG/Esophageal/Airway 
9.5. Additional equipment (BIS, warmer, PNS) 
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10. Manage common complications- Verbalize and demonstrate 
10.1. Hypotension with bradycardia 
10.2. Hypotension with tachycardia 
10.3. Hypertension with tachycardia 
10.4. Hypertension with bradycardia 
10.5. Desaturation 
10.6. Bronchospasm 
10.7. Arrhythmias – atrial 
10.8. Arrhythmias- ventricular 
10.9. Adverse drug reaction 
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Appendix B Example of the Standard Induction of General Anesthesia Knowledge 

Assessment Instrument (SIGA-KAI)   © 2001 Goode, Jr. JS, O’Donnell JM 

1. According to the Induction 10-Point checklist, the equipment verification step would 

include: 

 

1.  Doing a system pressure check 

2.  Checking that the safety strap is on the patient 

3. Verifying that there is active/working suction available 

4.  Confirming availability of a manual resuscitation bag and mask 

5. Confirming availability of appropriate, functioning laryngoscope handle and 

blades 

6. Confirming the presence of a succinylcholine for potential rapid sequence 

induction 

 

A. 1, 2, 4, 6 

B. 1, 3, 4, 5 

C. 2, 3, 4, 5 

D. 2, 3, 5, 6 

E. 3, 4, 5, 6 

 

2. The correct statement regarding the complete anesthesia gas machine checkout is: 

 

A. The complete AGM checkout must be performed prior to every case 

B. Only the low pressure system check needs to be performed before each case 

C. A leak check of the breathing system is done with flows set to minimum and 

pressurization to at least 30 cm H2O 

D. Between cases high flow of oxygen or medical air should be maintained to remove 

residual inhaled agent from the system 
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3. Which statement is a World Health Organization recommendation for proper patient 

identification?  

 

A. The OR nurse is the only provider required to verify the identity of patients to match 

them to the correct care  

B. At least three identifiers should be used to verify each patient’s identity 

C. Each institution should establish their own patient identification processes within a 

healthcare system 

D. Patients should be encouraged to participate in the identification process  

 

4. There are _______ critical airway assessments that should be done prior to the delivery of 

any anesthetic. Of these __________ is the most commonly documented in the USA and 

the ___________ is the most difficult parameter for most anesthesia providers to assess.  

 

A. seven, thyromental distance, thyrohyoid membrane 

B. seven, Mallampati, cricothyroid membrane 

C. six, mandibular length, Mallampati 

D. six, Mallampati, mandibular displacement 

 

5. Which monitor is not required for a standard induction of general anesthesia? 

 

A. BIS monitoring 

B. Blood pressure cuff 

C. EKG 

D. pulse oximetry 

 

6. Which monitor is typically the first to be placed by anesthesia providers? 

 

A. Blood pressure cuff 

B. EKG 

C. Precordial stethoscope 

D. Pulse oximetry 
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7. Which statement is correct regarding the performance of the Time Out/Procedural Pause: 

 

A. All members of the operative team except the anesthesiologist should stop their 

activities and participate 

B. Known allergies and the need for antibiotics should be confirmed 

C. The time-out can be delayed until after initial incision when the attending surgeon is 

not present 

D. Can be skipped if unilaterality of the surgical site is not an issue (e.g. cervical spine 

surgery) 

 

8. Which pre-induction maneuvers should be utilized to optimize the success of 

laryngoscopy and intubation?  

 

A. Administering at least 0.05 mcg/kg of fentanyl intravenously 

B. Adjusting the bed height to the level of the intubator’s umbilicus 

C. Aligning the oral, pharyngeal and laryngeal axes (sniffing position) 

D. Aligning the nasopharyngeal, pharyngeal and laryngeal axes (sniffing position) 

 

9. According to the Induction 10-Point checklist, which statement is not a step in the 

induction process? 

 

A. Stating and confirming the medications to be administered, their dosage and the 

sequence of administration 

B. Observing for active respirations and directing the patient to take a breath 

C. Assessing vital signs continuously via standard monitors during induction 

D. Assessing lash reflex immediately after administration of muscle relaxation 

 

10. Taping (or other protective measures) of the eyes __________.  

 

A. is recommended for the prevention of corneal abrasion. 

B. occurs after sedation but before complete loss of consciousness. 

C. should only occur after initiating mask ventilation. 

D. is done to prevent visual stimuli from contributing to recall. 
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11. What is the maximum peak airway pressure (in cmH2O) during mask ventilation? 

 

A. 15 

B. 20 

C. 30 

D. 35 

 

12. When using the ‘C’ and ‘E’ finger positioning technique during mask ventilation, the ‘E’ 

fingers are placed: 

 

A. on the soft tissue below the mandible to allow for tracheal stabilization. 

B. between the bottom edge of the mask and the mandible. 

C. on the mandible proper (bony structures). 

D. with all three fingers on the bony structure behind the angle of the mandible. 

 

13. When placing an endotracheal tube with the use of a stylette, when should the stylette be 

withdrawn? 

 

A. Just before the tip of the endotracheal tube is placed between the vocal cords.  

B. When the endotracheal tube cuff begins to pass the vocal cords.  

C. When the tip of the endotracheal tube is 5 to 6 cm below the vocal cords.  

D. When the endotracheal tube reaches the final insertion depth (~22cm). 

 

14. Which statement correctly reflects the process steps for insertion of a laryngoscope into 

the oral cavity? 

 

A. Open the mouth, clear the lips, insert from the right side, sweep the tongue to the left 

B. Tilt the head toward the chest, clear the lips, insert the blade midline, joust 

C. Move the head to neutral position, open the mouth, insert from the right side, sweep 

the tongue to the left 

D. Open the mouth, clear the lips, insert from the left side, sweep the tongue to the right 

 

15. Which of these assessments most reliably confirms endotracheal intubation? 

 

A. Auscultation bilaterally of the chest 

B. Four or more consistent ETCO2 waveforms  

C. Moisture or condensation in the endotracheal tube 

D. Visible chest rise 
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16. What is the optimal auscultation pattern to assist in confirming endotracheal tube 

placement? 

 

A. Listen to breath sounds X 4 (anterior X 2, lateral X 2) 

B. Listen to breath sounds X 2 on the right side anteriorly and laterally 

C. Listen to breath sounds x 5: (anterior X 2, lateral X 2, epigastric) 

D. Listen for absence or presence of air movement over the abdomen 

 

17. According to the Induction 10-Point checklist, which procedure would not be part of 

immediate post-induction management? 

 

A. Securing the endotracheal tube 

B. Selecting an appropriate starting tidal volume and respiratory rate for the patient 

C. Placement of additional equipment such as (e.g. BIS monitoring, peripheral nerve 

stimulator) 

D. Taping the eyes 

 

18. What is an appropriate starting tidal volume for mechanical ventilation? 

 

A. 5-9 ml/kg 

B. 10-15 ml/kg 

C. 16-20 ml/kg 

D. 21-25 ml/kg 

 

19. Post-induction your patient is hypotensive and tachycardic. Which drug would be the best 

initial choice to treat these symptoms? 

 

A. Ephedrine 

B. Epinephrine 

C. Nitroglycerine 

D. Phenylephrine 

 

20. Post-induction your patient is hypotensive and bradycardic. Which drug would be the 

best initial choice to treat these symptoms? 

 

A. Ephedrine 

B. Epinephrine 

C. Nitroglycerine 

D. Phenylephrine 
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Appendix C Operational Definitions 

Hierarchical Task Analysis Derived Optimal Task Set for Standard Induction of General 

Anesthesia (OTS-SIGA) 

operational definitions for scoring (simulation and clinical) 

 

Scoring options and their operational definitions are as follows: 

 

Y = YES the step was completed 

For a step to be scored as ‘Y’ the SRNA study participant must have done the step in its entirety, 

completely unprompted by preceptors or other persons. 

 

N = No the step was not completed 

For a step to be scored ‘N’ it must not have been done by the SRNA study participant. This should 

be a rare event because it indicates that no one (participant or preceptors) did the task step. More 

likely if a step was not done, it is because another provider has done the step, taking the 

opportunity away from the SRNA. This would then be scored ‘NA’ instead of ‘No’ (see below). 

 

P = Prompted the SRNA study participant was prompted or assisted by someone to complete the 

step 

For a step to be scored ‘P’ the SRNA study participant must be either verbally or non-verbally 

reminded or directed to do the step. This would include being assisted to do a step (e.g. the 

clinical preceptor puts on some of the EKG leads or directs where they should be placed) or being 

corrected while doing a step (the clinical preceptor verbally and/or physically adjusts hand 

position on the mask during mask ventilation). If the SRNA study participant does the task 

independently after prompting, it is preferable to score such a step as ‘P’ and then indicate ‘Y’ 

when the task is completed. 

 
NA = Not Available/Not Applicable 

For a step to be scored as ‘NA’ the task must have been done by another person (usually the 

CRNA or Anesthesiologist preceptor) before the SRNA study participant has had a chance to do 

it (e.g. someone puts on the blood pressure cuff while the SRNA is doing another task like putting 

on the pulse oximeter). ‘NA’ can also mean “not applicable” (e.g. a precordial stethoscope is 

usually not used in the adult setting). 

 

There are naturally some small differences scoring certain steps between simulation events and 

scoring live in the clinical setting. Below in the step-by-step scoring the operational definitions 

for both simulation and clinical are given. These definitions are for what is required for a step to 

be scored as ‘Yes’. The major differences between simulation and clinical scoring are 

highlighted for each step. 
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1. Equipment verification- Verbalize or demonstrate 
1.1. System pressure check 
1.2. Prepare machine (flows, open APL valve) 

1.3. Place suction, oral airway, tongue blade, laryngoscope, ETT, ETT tree at bedside 
1.4. Manual Resuscitator, manual cuff, independent light source, alarm system 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

All steps (1.1 through 1.4) must be physically done or verbally acknowledged by the SRNA to 

be scored as ‘Yes’ (e.g. verbally stating presence of equipment/location of code alarm button in 

step 1.4). 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

Ideally the SRNA should be observed doing all the steps (1.1 through 1.4), however, in the 

clinical setting this might not be possible (especially for first cases of the day). It is then 

acceptable to either: 1) ask the CRNA preceptor if the equipment verification steps were done 

appropriately; and/or 2) query the SRNA about these steps (“Tell me everything that you did to 

verify that all of your equipment was ready and available”) A comment should be made in the 

notes section (e.g. “Asked CRNA preceptor about equipment verification”). 

 

2. Interview and Airway Assessment- Ask pertinent questions (keep short-get facts)- 
Demonstrate 
2.1. Patient ID 
2.2. Oral Opening 
2.3. Mallampati Classification 
2.4. Thyromental distance 
2.5. Cervical range of motion 
2.6. Mandibular length 
2.7. Mandibular mobility 
2.8. Identification of cricothyroid membrane 
2.9. Other exam and questions appropriate to case 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

 2.1 Patient identification should be done by confirming the information on the patient 

armband on the mannequin. 

 2.2– 2.8 All steps must be physically done or verbally stated by the SRNA. The 

exception is the cricothyroid membrane, which the SRNA must physically palpate on 

the mannequin. 

 2.9 At a minimum, other exam and questions should include the following to be scored as 

‘Yes’: 
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• Allergies 

• Time of last meal or liquid intake 

• Confirmation of the procedure to be performed 

Other relevant questions (cardiac history, pulmonary history, family history of anesthetic 

complications) may have been discussed pre-simulation with the person playing the role of the 

CRNA and thus might not be on the video recording. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

 2.1 Patient identification should be done using a minimum of two forms of patient ID. 

 2.2– 2.8 All airway assessments must be physically done or verbally stated, including 

palpation of the cricothyroid membrane. 

 2.9 At a minimum, the other exam questions should include: 

• Allergies 

• Time of last meal or liquid intake 

• Confirmation of the procedure to be performed 

• Assessment of cardiac status/history 

• Assessment of pulmonary status/history 

• Family history of anesthetic complications 

 

3. Apply Monitors- Demonstrate 
3.1. Check that safety strap is in place on patient 
3.2. Pulse oximetry 
3.3. B/P cuff 
3.4. EKG 
3.5. Precordial stethoscope 

3.6. Other monitors as appropriate  

 

Simulation Scoring: 

 3.1 The SRNA must verbally acknowledge the presence of the safety strap or give physical 

indications that they have checked that it is in place (e.g. touching or clearly being seen to look 

at the safety strap). 

 3.2-3.5 The SRNA must independently place each of these monitoring devices. We 

emphasized placement of the precordial stethoscope for the simulation exercise. 

 3.6 Other monitors would include anything else that the anesthesia team determines is needed 

to be in place prior to induction (e.g. pre-induction placement of an arterial line). 

 

Clinical Scoring: 
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 3.1 The SRNA must verbally acknowledge the presence of the safety strap or give physical 

indications that they have checked that it is in place (e.g. touching or clearly being seen to look 

at the safety strap). 

 3.2-3.5 The SRNA must independently place each of these monitoring devices. As 

precordial stethoscopes are not used very often in the adult setting, step 3.5 will generally be 

scored as “NA”. 

 3.6 Other monitors would include anything else that the anesthesia team determines 

is needed to be in place prior to induction (e.g. pre-induction placement of an arterial 

line). 

 

4. Pre-induction Preparation- Demonstrate 
4.1. Time out/ procedural pause 

4.1.1.  Discussion of antibiotic administration (drug, dose, timing) 
4.2. Adjust height of bed 
4.3. Axes alignment maneuvers (sniffing position etc.) 
4.4. Call MD 

4.5. Sedation medications- (midazolam, fentanyl or other appropriate medication) 
4.6. Other Medications 

4.6.1 defasciculating or pretreatment dose of muscle relaxants or other appropriate 
medications 

4.7. Pre-oxygenation (may administer at an earlier step): must follow 4.6 

4.8. Hold mask at all times or place mask straps  

 

Simulation Scoring: 

      4.1 The SRNA should stop doing all other tasks 

and focus on the Time-Out process. The SRNA should ask about or appropriately discuss the 

plan for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. 

 4.2 The SRNA should adjust the bed to the appropriate height, approximately the level of 

the xiphoid process. Ideally this will occur during the pre-induction preparation but could occur 

at a later point. It must occur before Step 6 (Mask Ventilation). 

 4.3 The head should be raised approximately 10cm (4 inches) by placing a foam pillow or 

another object under the occiput. This brings the laryngeal and pharyngeal axes into alignment. 

The head should then be extended on the atlanto-occipital joint, bringing the oral axis closer 

into alignment with the laryngeal and pharyngeal axes. Note that this may not be done physically 

in simulation because the mannequin’s head is usually already on the foam pillow and SRNAs 

are aware from practice sessions that the mannequin head frequently does not stay in the 

adjusted position. At a minimum, verbal explanation of axes alignment should be given. 

 4.4 The SRNA should call or direct someone else to call the attending anesthesiologist to 

inform them that the patient is ready for induction. 

 4.5 If appropriate, the SRNA should administer sedative/anxiolytic medications and/or 
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analgesics such as fentanyl. This may occur at an earlier or later step. Note that it is appropriate 

for the SRNA to ask the preceptor before doing so and this would not be considered as being 

prompted. Additionally, the SRNA should cleanse the injection port with alcohol (‘scrub the 

hub’) or place injection ports on the stop cock and then ‘scrub the hub’. It is acceptable to use 

another port on the IV tubing, but again, this port should be appropriately cleansed before 

administering medications. 

 4.6 If appropriate, the SRNA should administer or ask about administering other 

medications (e.g. defasciculating or pre-treatment doses of muscle relaxant). This may occur at 

an earlier or later step. Note that it is appropriate for the SRNA to ask the preceptor before doing 

so and this would not be considered as being prompted. Injection ports should be cleansed as 

described in step 4.6 above. 

 4.7 The SRNA should begin pre-oxygenation via face mask. This may occur at an earlier 

time but must occur after either step 4.6 or step 4.7. 

 4.8 The SRNA should hold the face mask on or near the face at all times. Alternatively, 

mask straps may be used or the SRNA may ask another provider to do so if another task needs 

to be done. 

Clinical Scoring: 

 4.1 The SRNA should stop doing all other tasks and focus on the Time-Out process. The 

SRNA should ask about or appropriately discuss the plan for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis.  

 4.2 The SRNA should adjust the bed to the appropriate height, approximately the level of 

the xiphoid process. Ideally this will occur during the pre-induction preparation but could occur at 

a later point. It must occur before Step 6 (Mask Ventilation). 

 4.3 The head should be raised approximately 10cm (4 inches) by placing a foam pillow or 

another object under the occiput. This brings the laryngeal and pharyngeal axes into alignment. The 

head should then be extended on the atlanto-occipital joint, bringing the oral axis closer into 

alignment with the laryngeal and pharyngeal axes. Note that final head positioning may not occur 

until Step 5: Induction. 

 4.4 The SRNA should call or direct someone else to call the attending anesthesiologist to 

inform them that the patient is ready for induction. 

 4.5 If appropriate, the SRNA should administer sedative/anxiolytic medications and/or 

analgesics such as fentanyl. This may occur earlier (e.g. in the pre-operative holding area) or later. 

Note that it is appropriate for the SRNA to ask the preceptor before doing so and this would not be 

considered as being prompted. Additionally, the SRNA should cleanse the injection port with 

alcohol (‘scrub the hub’) or place injection ports on the stop cock and then ‘scrub the hub’. It is 

acceptable to use another port on the IV tubing, but again, this port should be appropriately cleansed 

before administering medications. 

 4.6 If appropriate, the SRNA should administer or ask about administering other medications 

(e.g. defasciculating or pre-treatment doses of muscle relaxant). This may occur at an earlier or later 
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step (but not prior to placement of all monitors). Note that it is appropriate for the SRNA to ask the 

preceptor before doing so and this would not be considered as being prompted. Additionally, the 

SRNA should cleanse the injection port with alcohol (‘scrub the hub’) or place injection ports on 

the stop cock and then ‘scrub the hub’. It is acceptable to use another port on the IV tubing, but 

again, this port should be appropriately cleansed before administering medications. 

 4.7 The SRNA should begin pre-oxygenation via face mask. This may occur at an earlier 

time but must occur after either step 4.6 or step 4.7. 

 4.8 The SRNA should hold the face mask on or near the face at all times. Alternatively, 

mask straps may be used or the SRNA may ask another provider to do so if another task needs to 

be done. 

 

5. Induction Steps- Demonstrate 
5.1. State medications, dosage, and sequence 
5.2. Assess patient and patient monitor while induction drugs are given 

5.3. Observe/assess for apnea, tell patient to open eyes, check lash, adjust APL (1/4 turns) 
5.4. Tape eyes 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

 5.1 The SRNA should either state or be able to correctly answer questions (if asked) 

about induction medication dosages and sequence of administration. 

 5.2 The SRNA should verbally state or display indications (e.g. looking at the 

monitor) that they are assessing the patient and vital signs during the induction. 

 5.3 The SRNA should verbally state or display indications that they are assessing for the 

onset of apnea (e.g. looking at the patient for chest excursion, looking at the monitor for 

capnography tracings). They should be directive in assessing for unconsciousness (e.g. stating 

“take a breath, open your eyes’) and should correctly assess the lash reflex. 

 5.4 The SRNA should correctly protect the patient’s eyes. This can be done with tape or 

with other protective devices that may be the standard at different clinical sites (specific eye 

coverings or goggles, etc.) 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

 5.1 The SRNA should either state or be able to correctly answer questions (if asked) 

about induction medication dosages and sequence of administration. 

 5.2 The SRNA should verbally state or display indications (e.g. looking at the 

monitor) that they are assessing the patient and vital signs during the induction. 

 5.3 The SRNA should verbally state or display indications that they are assessing for the 

onset of apnea (e.g. looking at the patient for chest excursion, looking at the monitor for 

capnography tracings). They should be directive in assessing for unconsciousness (e.g. stating 
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“take a breath, open your eyes’) and should correctly assess the lash reflex. 

 5.4 The SRNA should correctly protect the patient’s eyes. This can be done with tape or 

with other protective devices that may be the standard at different clinical sites (specific eye 

coverings or goggles, etc.). Note that this may occur at a later time depending on the clinical 

site and/or clinical preceptor preference. 
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6. Mask ventilate one minute - Demonstrate 
6.1. C and E positions- (‘E’ fingers on bony structures) 
6.2. Nose, chin, pull-in- clear lips and tongue 
6.3. Use one-provider technique for BVMV 

6.4. Avoid PAP > 20 cm H2O 

6.5. Ineffective- Reposition head, tongue blade, oral airway 

Simulation Scoring: 

 6.1 The SRNA should have the fingers of the left hand in the ‘C’ (thumb and index 

fingers on the cone of the mask) and ‘E’ (remaining fingers on the mandible) positions. The 

‘E’ fingers should only be on the mandible proper and not on the soft tissue of the neck. 

 6.2 The mask should be placed and seated from the nose to the chin. The ‘E’ 

position fingers should primarily be used to pull the mandible up and into the mask. 

 6.3 the SRNA should be able to provide adequate ventilation using the one-provider, one-

handed mask seal technique without assistance. 

 6.4 The SRNA should adjust the anesthesia gas machine APL valve to provide adequate 

ventilation while avoiding airway pressures in excess of 20 cm H2O. 

 6.5 If there is difficulty with delivering breaths of adequate tidal volume, the SRNA should 

recognize this, reposition the mask and/or the head or alternatively place an appropriately sized 

oral airway using a tongue blade. The inverted insertion technique for the oral airway is not 

considered appropriate. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

 6.1 The SRNA should have the fingers of the left hand in the ‘C’ (thumb and index 

fingers on the cone of the mask) and ‘E’ (remaining fingers on the mandible) positions. The 

‘E’ fingers should only be on the mandible proper and not on the soft tissue of the neck. 

 6.2 The mask should be placed and seated from the nose to the chin. The ‘E’ 

position fingers should primarily be used to pull the mandible up and into the mask. 

 6.3 The SRNA should be able to provide adequate ventilation using the one-provider, one-

handed mask seal technique without assistance. 

 6.4 The SRNA should adjust the anesthesia gas machine APL valve to provide adequate 

ventilation while avoiding airway pressures in excess of 20 cm H2O. 

 6.5 If there is difficulty with delivering breaths of adequate tidal volume, the SRNA should 

recognize this and reposition the mask and/or the head. Alternatively, an appropriately sized 

oral airway should be placed using a tongue blade. The inverted insertion technique for the 

oral airway may only be considered appropriate if the clinical preceptors direct the SRNA to 

do so. 
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7. Laryngoscopy and Intubation- Demonstrate and verbalize 

7.1. Mouth open, clear lips, insert R, sweep and lift, joust 
7.2. Do not take eyes off of vocal cords once in view 
7.3. Insert with DV, stylet removal with approximation 
7.4. Insert to 22 cm at teeth (if present) 
7.5. Inflate Cuff 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

 7.1 The SRNA should open the mouth using either the cross-finger technique or by 

pressing on the mentum. The lips should be cleared of compression by the laryngoscope blade 

as the blade is inserted from the right side of the mouth. The tongue should be swept from right 

to left. After the blade is in its final position, the SRNA should use a jousting-like lift 

technique (no ‘breaking’ of the wrist which moves the blade toward the mandibular teeth). 

Ideally, these steps should be verbalized. 

 7.2 Once the glottis is visualized, the SRNA should not avert their eyes from the view of the 

glottis. 

 7.3 Once the cuff of the endotracheal tube is approximated to the vocal cords, the SRNA 

should ask that the stylette be removed from the endotracheal tube. The SRNA must 

maintain a secure grip on the ETT. 

 7.4 While continuing to maintain a view of the glottis, the SRNA should advance the 

endotracheal tube to an appropriate depth (approximately 22 cm at the teeth). 

 7.5 While maintaining the position of the endotracheal tube, the SRNA should inflate the 

endotracheal tube cuff or direct someone else to do so. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

 7.1 The SRNA should open the mouth using either the cross-finger technique or by 

pressing on the mentum. The lips should be cleared of compression by the laryngoscope blade 

as the blade is inserted from the right side of the mouth. The tongue should be swept from 

right to left. After the blade is in its final position, the SRNA should use a jousting-like lift 

technique (no ‘breaking’ of the wrist which moves the blade toward the teeth). Ideally, these 

steps should be verbalized. 

 7.2 Once the glottis is visualized, the SRNA should not avert their eyes from the view of the 

glottis. 

 7.3 Once the cuff of the endotracheal tube is approximated to the vocal cords, the SRNA 

should ask that the stylette be removed from the endotracheal tube. The SRNA must 

maintain a secure grip on the ETT. 

 7.4 While continuing to maintain a view of the glottis, the SRNA should advance the 

endotracheal tube to an appropriate depth (approximately 22 cm at the teeth). 

 7.5 While maintaining the position of the endotracheal tube, the SRNA should inflate the 

endotracheal tube cuff or direct someone else to do so. 
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8. Verify correct ETT placement- Demonstrate and verbalize 
8.1.  ETCO2 x 4 breaths 
8.2.  Condensation and chest rise 
8.3.  Listen to breath sounds x 5: (anterior X 2, lateral X 2, epigastric) 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

 8.1 The SRNA should observe for and verbally confirm that a minimum of 4 consecutive 

and consistent End Tidal CO2 waveforms are seen on the monitor. Ideally the SRNA should 

provide the actual ventilations via manual resuscitation bag or the anesthesia circuit, but it is 

acceptable if the SRNA directs someone else to perform the ventilations. 

 8.2 The SRNA should verbally confirm the presence of chest rise. While the mannequin 

does not provide condensation in the endotracheal tube, the SRNA should verbally state that 

this should be seen with correct endotracheal tube placement. 

 8.3 The SRNA should listen for breath sounds on the anterior chest wall (both left and 

right), on the lateral chest wall (both left and right) and over the epigastrium. Some providers 

prefer a sequential order (left anterior, right anterior, right lateral, left lateral, epigastrium) but 

this exact sequence is not required for scoring this step as ‘Yes’. Ventilations can be provided 

by the SRNA while they are listening or can be done by another provider. It would also be 

acceptable for the SRNA to specifically direct another provider to auscultate. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

8.1 The SRNA should observe for and verbally confirm that a minimum of 4 consecutive 

and consistent End Tidal CO2 waveforms are seen on the monitor. Ideally the SRNA should 

provide the actual ventilations via manual resuscitation bag or the anesthesia circuit, but it is 

acceptable if the SRNA directs someone else to perform the ventilations. 

8.2 The SRNA should verbally confirm the presence of chest rise. The SRNA should 

verbally state whether condensation in the endotracheal tube is seen. 

8 .3 The SRNA should listen for breath sounds on the anterior chest wall (both left and 

right), on the lateral chest wall (both left and right) and over the epigastrium. Some providers 

prefer a sequential order (left anterior, right anterior, right lateral, left lateral, epigastrium) but 

this exact sequence is not required for scoring this step as ‘Yes’. Ventilations can be provided 

by the SRNA while they are listening or can be done by another provider. It would also be 

acceptable for the SRNA to specifically direct another provider to auscultate. 



 

 

9. Post-induction management- Demonstrate 
9.1. Check proper settings, place on ventilator, adjust flows, turn on gas 
9.2. Appropriate starting volume for ventilation in ml/kg 
9.3. Secure ETT- appropriately 
9.4. OG/Esophageal/Airway 

9.5. Additional equipment (BIS, warmer, PNS) 

Simulation Scoring: 

 9.1 The SRNA should confirm the settings on the Anesthesia Gas Machine ventilator 

and turn on the ventilator. Fresh gas flows should be adjusted, and an inhalational agent 

initiated at an appropriate concentration. 

 9.2 Confirmation of settings should include the proper weight-based tidal volume and an 

appropriate respiratory rate. Ideally this should be verbally stated. Note that these settings 

may have been adjusted in Step 1.2 above. 

 9.3 The SRNA should secure the endotracheal tube. There are a variety of appropriate 

taping styles (and sometimes ETT oral fixation devices), but at a minimum the taping should 

not allow for significant movement of the ETT and the tape should not be adhered to the 

surface of the lip proper (tape should be above the vermillion of the upper lip). 

 9.4 If appropriate, the SRNA should place an orogastric or nasogastric tube. Additional 

equipment to be placed orally could include an esophageal temperature probe and an 

appropriate bite block. 

 9.5 The SRNA should place any additional monitoring or patient safety equipment at this 

time. This might include, but is not limited to, a temperature probe (if an esophageal probe was 

not placed), BIS (awareness) monitoring, a peripheral nerve stimulator and a warming blanket. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

 

 9.1 The SRNA should confirm the settings on the Anesthesia Gas Machine ventilator 

and turn on the ventilator. Fresh gas flows should be adjusted, and an inhalational agent 

initiated at an appropriate concentration. 

 9.2 Confirmation of settings should include the proper weight-based tidal volume and an 

appropriate respiratory rate. Ideally this should be verbally stated. Note that these settings 

may have been adjusted in Step 1.2 above. 

 9.3 The SRNA should secure the endotracheal tube. There are a variety of appropriate 

taping styles (and sometimes ETT oral fixation devices), but at a minimum the taping should 

not allow for significant movement of the ETT and the tape should not be adhered to the 

surface of the lip proper (tape should be above the vermillion of the upper lip). 

 9.4 If appropriate, the SRNA should place an orogastric or nasogastric tube. Additional 

equipment to be placed orally could include an esophageal temperature probe and an 

appropriate bite block. 



 

 

 9.5 The SRNA should place any additional monitoring or patient safety equipment at this 

time. This might include, but is not limited to, a temperature probe (if an esophageal probe was 

not placed), BIS (awareness) monitoring, a peripheral nerve stimulator and a warming blanket. 

 

10. Manage common complications- Verbalize and demonstrate 
10.1. Hypotension with bradycardia 
10.2. Hypotension with tachycardia 
10.3. Hypertension with tachycardia 
10.4. Hypertension with bradycardia 
10.5. Desaturation 
10.6. Bronchospasm 
10.7. Arrhythmias – atrial 
10.8. Arrhythmias- ventricular 
10.9. Adverse drug reaction 

 

Simulation Scoring: 

10.1 – 10.9 All Mock Induction participants will experience one of the common post-induction 

complications listed here. These are automatically triggered in the Laerdal SimMan software 

when Step 9 (Post-Induction Management) is marked as completed. The primary objective is for 

the SRNA to recognize the physiologic derangement. To be scored as ‘Yes’ the SRNA should 

be able to identify and describe any physiologic changes that have occurred. The Mock Induction 

is structured so that once the complication is identified the SRNA will be walked through 

answering questions about the etiology and an appropriate intervention by the in-room preceptor. 

‘ P ’ would be used if the SRNA had to be prompted to identify the physiologic derangement (e.g. 

“what are you seeing on the monitor”).  Etiologies and suggested interventions for these common 

adverse events are discussed in the Mock Induction Faculty Manual. 

 

Clinical Scoring: 

10.1 – 10.9 It is possible for a given induction of general anesthesia in the clinical setting that the 

SRNA will not experience one of the common immediate post-induction complications listed here. 

If this is the case, the step should either not be scored or alternately ‘NA’ can be scored for each 

option. If a complication occurs, to be scored as ‘Yes’ the SRNA should be able to identify and 

describe any physiologic changes that have occurred. Once the complication is identified the SRNA 

should be able to answer questions about the etiology and an appropriate intervention. ‘ P ’ would 

be used if the SRNA had to be prompted to identify the physiologic derangement (e.g. “what are you 

seeing on the monitor”) or needed significant prompting for the etiology and/or treatment.   
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